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Monarch butterfly
Photo by Karen C. Miller

Green Heron
Photo by Kevin Kreischer

Muskrat
Photo by Karen Blakely VanDyk

Photo by Gerri O’Sullivan-Macilvane
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MAILBAG:

Keep up the amazing work!

Dear Paula and Staff,

To: BKAA
From: Boyd Family-Yankee Lake Preservation Association

Best,
Annie Mardiney

Thank you for all you do to protect our beautiful area.
Wishing you Good Health and Success in all your
endeavors in the New Year!

Sincere thanks,
Eileen Carney

Dear BKAA,

Keep up the fight against TEC.
Thank you.

Hello, Paula, Michael and BKAA

The Winter 2017-2018 issue of the BKAA GUARDIAN
came on Dec. 18th. Thank you. As usual, one copy goes to
the Director of our Natural History Preserve in Stamford,
New York as a model or example of how an established
and well-run non-profit organization operates.

Dec. 7, 2017

All your friends at the Phillipsport Community Center very
much value the services of the BKAA in your on-going and
productive efforts to protect and maximize the value of our
most important environmental resources.

Two comments on this issue:

Page 11: Tracks in the Basha Kill will help me identify
animal tracks in the snow on the hill behind my house. It is
one of the best comparison charts I’ve seen, but it’s a little
small. I enlarged it at the Catskill Forest Association’s
copier. No scale on the chart, though, for size.

As such, please accept our donation as our thanks for
everything you do.

Thanks,
Bill Lucas, PCC Treasurer

Dear Basha Kill Area Association,

Jan. 2, 2018

Dec. 27, 2017

Page 27: There is a photo taken inside the Mamakating
Library of Donna, Peggy, and Joy. When I recently wrote
to my friends Jon and Joy Patton, I asked them if they were
MAILBAG continued on page 3

Thanks for including the article about my wild bird rehab
work in your last newsletter.

CONTACT THE BKAA

Paula Medley 845-754-0743, 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. email: info@thebashakill.org website: www.thebashakill.org

CONTACT THE DEC

Environmental Conservation Officers (ECO’s) & Forest Rangers Covering the Bashakill WMA for the NYS DEC
ECO’s: Officer Ricky Wood 845-665-5637 (cell)
Officer Thomas Koepf 845-612-6099 (cell)
Forest Rangers: Matthew Hettenbaugh 845-428-1039 (cell) Richard Franke 845-423-1994 (cell)
Call 24-hour DEC Law Enforcement Dispatch at 1-877-457-5680 if the Officers are not available.
The Guardian is published quarterly by the Basha Kill Area Association Inc., PO Box 1121, Wurtsboro, NY 12790.
President: Paula Medley • Vice-President: Anita Altman • Treasurer: Monique Lipton
Corresponding Secretary / Membership: Marcia Briggs Wallace • Recording Secretary: Christine Saward
Board Members: Linda Lou Bartle • Jackie Broder • Fred Harding • Bill Lucas • Susan O’Neill
Publicity & E-mail Coordinator: Susan O’Neill • Alerts Coordinator: Liberty Press - Jon Heaphy
Water Testing & Facebook Coordinator: Linda Lou Bartle
Nature Watch Co-Leaders: Maryallison Farley, Kevin Keller & Cathy Liljequist
Guardian Editor: Paula Medley
Mission Statement: Since our founding in 1972, our mission has been to protect the
Basha Kill Wetlands and surrounding area from ecological degradation,
to promote education and respect for the environment in general, and to preserve the beauty of the area.

We welcome new members who are interested in protecting the environment. Dues are $10 per person per year.
BKAA is a not-for-profit corporation and donations are deductible to the extent allowed by law.
website: www.thebashakill.org • e-mail: info@thebashakill.org
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Spring 2018 New Members

Madeline M. Boyd — Shannon Budnik — Tammy Forrester — Linda Franck — Carolann Kania — Scott Lederman
Rick Livesey — Jody M. Mondak — Sohns Music Shop & Appliance Center, Inc. — Jeanne Kiernan Waugh

Spring 2018 Donors

In Memory of Barbara Merritt — Arlene D. Borko

In Memory of Catherine Abate, Mark Burton & Richard Pavlica — Judy Frank
In Memory of My Mother — Mae Winkle

Michael Abate — Anita Altman — E. Susan Armistead — Marilyn & Roger Betters — Galen Booth — Toby L. Boritz
Arlene D. Borko — Madeline M. Boyd — Susan London & William M. Bradl — Hal & Joan Reisman Brill
Sadell & Irwin Cantor — Eileen Anne Carney — Ellyce P. & Patrick Cavanaugh — Myrna J. Coffey — Gloria M. Coruzzi
Laura A. Coruzzi — John S. Costa — Carolyn Crosby — Janet A. Rosenthal Davis — Raymon Elouza
Martin A. Wechsler & David L. Fanger — Jayne & Bill Fiero — Linda Franck — Joanne Gray — Lorrence Green
Cindy B. Coker & Fred R. Harding, Jr. — Wendy Harris — Paul Hoeffel — Liana Hoodes
Muriel Patterson Huttenbach — Alva N. Jones — Michael Kavanaugh — John F. Konefal — Joseph Krikorian
Christopher Krogslund — Linda & Richard Langseder — Scott Lederman — Monique Lipton
Carol Smith Lucas & William O. Lucas III — Antoinette & Glenn A. Macpherson — Ron Masotti — Mary McLaughlin
Fredrika V. Miller & Howard Millman — Phillipsport Community Center, Inc. — Kimberly E. & Robert F. Rogers
Louise & Paul Ryan — Catherine M. & Hassan Sadaghiani — Christine Saward
Sohns Music Shop & Appliance Center, Inc. — Mary Furman & Roger Sullivan — Sullivan County Audubon Society
Carmen & Nicholas L. Sylvester — Michael Toledo & Greg Jenkins — Arlene Venizelos — Stephen Vignet
Christina Wallace — Jeanne Kiernan Waugh — Christopher Creaghan & Nancy Wertsch
Charles F. West — Yankee Lake Preservation Association, Inc.

MAILBAG continued from page 2

additional funds to support the important work that you have
undertaken on behalf of the entire local community.

aware of the photo with Joy in it. Yes, they knew. You and
I met in that Library in the Spring of 2016 when I presented
a talk on what a forest historian does.

Happy New Year to you!
Michael Kudish

Dear BKAA,

Looking forward to working with you as we pursue this
challenge.

Yours truly,
Robert f. Rogers, President
Yankee Lake Preservation Association

Jan. 14, 2018

Thank you, BKAA, for continuously monitoring and
addressing every situation that can negatively impact the
beautiful Basha Kill and Yankee Lake area. We truly
appreciate your dedication and hard work.
Arlene Venizelos

Dear Paula and BKAA

Dear BKAA,

Thank you again for selecting Liam for the scholarship to
attend the DEC Summer Camp. He is registered for Camp
DeBruce for July 29-Aug. 3. I will send an email with a
picture of Liam on his first day of camp. After his
experience, Liam will write a short story about his time at
Camp which I will be sure to send to you as well.

Jan. 19, 2018

The Yankee Lake Preservation Association (YLPA) is
pleased to share so many community goals with the BKAA.
YLPA Board of Directors met last weekend and voted
unanimously to provide a check to help defray the costs of
your ongoing challenge of the Thompson Education Center
(TEC) activity in the Town of Fallsburg. As such, we are
enclosing a check for your “Legal Fund”.

In addition to providing this direct donation, we have also
sent a “blast email” to our entire membership, asking each
of our members to consider a donation for this same
purpose, as it is so closely tied to issues that impact the
YLPA. We have high hopes that our email will generate

Jan. 24, 2018

In much appreciation,
Cheri Burns
Hi All,

Here is a check to help with legal fees. You are doing an
amazing job and are much appreciated!
Best,
Paul Hoeffel (Fallsburg Future)

Dear Basha Kill Area Association,
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Feb. 6, 2018

Thank you for sponsoring me in your week-long program

MAILBAG continued on page 6
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2018 BKAA Calendar of Events
All activities free and open to the public!

845-434-6209 or Maryallison Farley at 845-888-0261 for
more details.
Saturday, April 28, 8 am
Birding for Beginners with Scott Graber
Experience the variety of birdlife that inhabits the Bashakill
with naturalist Scott Graber. This walk will focus on basic
identification of birds by sight and sound. If you’re new to
birding or have always wondered what birds exist beyond
your backyard, this is the field trip for you! Binoculars are
required and wear sturdy walking shoes. Meet at the
Haven Road DEC parking lot (on left coming from Rt. 209).
Visit to Mamakating’s new Environmental Center included.
Call Scott to register and/or for additional information at
914-799-1313.
Saturday, May 5, 8 am
Spring Migration Warbler Walk with John Haas
Meet at the Stop Sign Parking Area off Haven Road (from
Route 209, cross Haven Road bridge and take first left just
before Haven Road ends at South Road).Bring binoculars.
We should see an array of spring migrants including
warblers,orioles, and grosbeaks. We will move to the
Nature Trail from there and finish up at the Main Boat
Launch. Visit to Mamakating’s new Environmental Center
included. To register and/or for more information, contact
John at (845) 888-0240. The walk will last at least two
hours.
Sunday, May 6, 10 am
Hike to Gobbler’s Knob with Mike Medley
Enjoy views of a beautiful 650 acre Shawangunk Ridge
property, that was also site of the proposed Basherkill
Subdivision. The hike gains 450 vertical feet from the
parking area to the Knob, which is almost 1,000 feet high.
Wear comfortable, sturdy shoes; bring water and
binoculars. Trip takes two hours. Meet at the South Road
fishing platform (Westbrookville end). To register or for
more information, contact Mike at (845) 754-0743.

Saturday, March 24, 8:00 am
Winter Waterfowl Walk
Meet walk leader John Haas at the Haven Road Parking
Lot (on left coming from Route 209). Bring binoculars and
a scope if you have one. We should see an array of early
ducks, geese and mergansers. We will go to the Main Boat
Launch when finished at Haven Road to walk the Birch Trail
to see additional species. Boots may be of help in this
area. The event lasts about 2 hours. Visit to Mamakating’s
new Environmental Center included. To register and/or for
more information, contact John at (845) 888-0240.

Saturday, April 7, 9:30 am – 12 noon
Nature Watch Training
at the Church Hall of the Community Church, 134 Sullivan
Street, Wurtsboro. Become a BKAA Volunteer at the Basha
Kill! Come to this training to learn about the birds of the
Basha Kill including bald eagles and ospreys so that you
can volunteer with Nature Watch. If you love the Basha Kill
and like to talk with people, this program is for you!
Program nuts and bolts will also be explained. After
training, you sign up for three shifts (three hours each) on
Saturdays or Sundays from April 21 through June 24. A
quick field trip to the boat launch follows to become familiar
with our spotting scopes and Nature Watch location. For
more details and to register, please call Kevin Keller at 845434-6209 or Maryallison Farley at 845-888-0261.

Saturday, April 21
37th Annual Basha Kill Clean-up
9:30-10am (Registration and site assignments)
Celebrate Earth Day! Enjoy a walk and fresh spring air
while ridding the wetlands of debris. Garbage bags are
provided. Wear boots, work gloves, and insect repellent.
Bring chairs as lunch, supplied by the BKAA, will be eaten
al fresco in the Haven Road DEC parking lot (on left coming
from Route 209); also event’s registration site. BKAA
merchandise will be on sale and door prizes awarded. Call
Paula Medley at (845) 754-0743 for further information.
Weekends from
Saturday, April 21 through Sunday, June 24
Nature Watch at the South Road Boat Launch
Join trained BKAA Nature Watch Volunteers at the South
Road boat launch to learn more about the many residents
of this amazing wetland. View the nesting bald eagles and
other birds. Equipped with two powerful spotting scopes
and lots of information, the volunteers will help you get to
know the Basha Kill a little better. Bring your children, other
family members and friends of all ages for some fun in the
outdoors! From 10:00 am to 4:00 pm every Saturday and
Sunday between April 21 and June 24. Call Kevin Keller at
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Sunday, May 13, 10 am
Walk the O & W / D & H Canal Trail Loop
with Gary Keeton
Stroll a 3 mile loop on level terrain with Basha Kill naturalist
Gary Keeton as you observe wetlands, headwaters of the
Basher Kill, and Gumaer Brook. This 1.4 mile portion of the
O & W rail trail was recently gifted to Mamakating by Open
Space Institute. At McDonald Road, event participants will
return to Wurtsboro via the D & H Canal towpath. Bring
binoculars, insect repellent, and wear good walking shoes.
Meet at the trailhead adjacent to O’Toole’s Harley-Davidson
on Sullivan Street in Wurtsboro. To register and/or for more
information, contact Gary at (845) 386-4892.

2018 CALENDAR continued on page 4
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CALENDAR continued from page 3

Sunday, June 3, 10 am
Happy for Herps with Bill Cutler
Join herpetologist Bill Cutler on a search for amphibians
and reptiles. Kids as well as adults love learning about
them. Bring binoculars and insect repellent. Meet at the
Haven Road DEC parking lot (on left coming from Route
209). Visit to Mamakating’s new Environmental Center
included. Call Bill to register and/or for additional
information at (845) 482-5209.

Launch. Must register and check trip’s status with Mike at
(845) 754-0743.
Saturday, August 4, 5:30 am
Sunrise Walk with Gary Keeton
Rise and shine! Enjoy the Basha Kill’s wonders from a
different view. Bring binoculars. Meet at Haven Road DEC
parking lot (on left coming from Route 209). Call Gary at
(845) 386-4892 for information.

Saturday, June 16, 9am
Natural History Walk with Jack Austin
Stroll 2-3 miles on level terrain with Basha Kill educator
Jack Austin as you see and listen to what’s nesting,
growing, and maturing. Bring binoculars, insect repellent,
and wear good walking shoes. Meet at the Stop sign
parking area off Haven Road (From Route 209, cross
Haven Road bridge and take first left, just before Haven
Road ends at South Road). Visit to Mamakating’s new
Environmental Center included. To register and/or for more
information, contact Jack at cell# (845) 649-8720.

Saturday, September 22, 10 am
Canoe/Kayak the Basha Kill
with Scott Graber and Mike Medley
Join naturalists Scott and Mike for a late season venture
on this first day of autumn. Bring your own vessel and
binoculars. Meet at the South Road Boat Launch. Call Mike
at (845) 754-0743 to register and for more details.

Sunday, August 12, 10 am
Reprise of History of the D&H Canal with Gary Keeton
Join Gary for a walk through time. Ever wonder about local
stone walls and foundations? Curious about how people
farmed the rocky soils or the relationship between the
Basha Kill and Pine Kill? Oh, and learn about the canal,
too! Meet at the DEC access road on Route 209 across
from the Hometown Deli in Westbrookville. Bring
binoculars. Contact Gary at (845) 386-4892 for particulars.

NEW EVENT - Sunday, June 10, 10 a.m.
Examine Early Summer Vegetation and Plants’
Relationship to the Basha Kill’s Ecology with SUNY
Orange Professor Emeritus Marty Borko
Bring binoculars and insect repellent. Meet at the Haven
Road DEC parking lot (on left coming from Route 209). Visit
to Mamakating’s new Environmental Center included. Call
Paula Medley to register and/or for additional information
at (845) 754-0743.

NEW EVENT - Friday, October 12, 7-9 pm
Free Public Star Watch by John Kocijanski of the
Catskills Astronomy Club
Bring scopes and/or binoculars. Meet at the South Road
Boat Launch, across from Bashakill Vineyards. To register,
call John at (845) 798-8087. For event updates, visit
Catskills Astronomy Club’s Facebook page. Rain date the
following day.

Friday, June 29, 9 pm
Moonlight Walk with Gary Keeton
Amble along Haven Road and the Railroad Trail. Enjoy
moonrise over the ridge as you discuss the area’s natural
history. Meet at the Haven Road DEC parking lot (on left
coming from Route 209). Contact Gary at (845) 386-4892
for additional facts.

Sunday, October 21, 9:30 am
Hike the Shawangunk Ridge with a NY-NJ Trail
Conference Trail Maintainer.
Event co-sponsored with Trail Conference. Moderately
difficult hike, lasting 4-5 hours. Wear comfortable sturdy
shoes and bring water, lunch and binoculars. Meet at the
D&H Canal Kiosk at the Pat Moore Memorial Picnic Grove
on Sullivan Street in Wurtsboro. Must register by calling
Paula at (845) 754-0743.

Saturday, July 7, 10 am
History of D&H Canal with Gary Keeton
Join Gary for a walk through time. Ever wonder about local
stone walls and foundations? Curious about how people
farmed the rocky soils or the relationship between the
Basha Kill and Pine Kill? Bring binoculars and insect
repellent. Oh, and learn about the canal, too! Meet at the
DEC access road on Route 209 across from the
Hometown Deli in Westbrookville. Bring binoculars. Contact
Gary at (845) 386-4892 for particulars.

Friday, July 27, 8:30 pm
Moonlight Canoe/Kayak Adventure
with Scott Graber and Mike Medley
Experience the Basha Kill from a unique perspective! Bring
your own vessel and binoculars. Meet at South Road Boat
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Sunday, November 4, 9 am
Hike the Minisink Trail at Huckleberry State
Forest in the Town of Greenville with Mike Medley
Join Mike on a beautiful 5 mile loop hike on the
Shawangunk Ridge. Wear comfortable sturdy shoes and
bring water and lunch. Bring binoculars. Carpool or travel in
a caravan led by Mike. Meet at South Road fishing platform
(Westbrookville end) at 9:00am. Absolutely must register
for this trip by calling Mike at (845) 754-0743.
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Hooray! BKAA Awarded Grant From the
Environmental Protection Fund’s (EPF) Park
and Trail Partnership Program
Paula Medley

groups and enhance public access and recreational
opportunities at state parks and historic sites across the
state. The Park and Trail Partnership Program grants are
administered by the State Office of Parks, Recreation, and
Historic Preservation and Parks & Trails New York, a
statewide non-profit group.

Thanks to grant writer Maryallison Farley’s expertise/efforts,
enhanced by input from Basha Kill birder extraordinaire John
Haas, the BKAA was awarded a $7,792.80 matching grant
from EPF to fund professional reformatting and printing of A
Birding Guide to Sullivan County, New York, Including the
Bashakill Wildlife Management Area (WMA), printing and
updating 250 brochures entitled A Field Checklist of Birds of
the WMA, Sullivan County, New York, and laying out, printing
and laminating 500 new ID Field Cards for Marsh Birds of
the Bashakill, all by John Haas. The BKAA will raise an
additional $1,375.20 in matching funds (half of which may
be “in kind” services) for a total project budget of $9,168.00.

Friends groups - nonprofit organizations often made up
entirely of volunteers - are essential to the stewardship and
promotion of our state park system. These dedicated groups
raise private funds for capital projects; perform maintenance
tasks; provide educational programming; and promote public
use through hosting special events.

“The state’s investment in grassroots Friends Groups will
complement Governor Cuomo’s extraordinary commitment
to the revitalization of the entire state park system,” Parks &
Trails New York Executive Director Robin Dropkin said.
“These grant funds will enable groups to leverage more
private and federal funding, marshal more volunteer power,
and augment the state’s historic investment in parks. We
look forward to seeing the transformational results from
these innovative and important projects.”

The preceding will enlighten visitors about the WMA’s
amazing biodiversity, specifically generating increased
interest in the 200+ bird species that inhabit this wetland
during all or part of the year. Significance of bird life is noted
in WMA designation as an Important Bird Area by the
National Audubon Society and as a Bird Conservation Area
by the NYS DEC. The BKAA is excited about acquiring
these new educational tools, since we have learned that
informed people are more likely to become active stewards
of their local ecosystems, wetlands or otherwise.

More information on the Park and Trail Partnership Program
can be found at www.ptny.org or by calling 518-434-1583.

As background, the EPF grant, announced on March 5, is
one of 21 awards totaling $450,000 for organizations
dedicated to the stewardship and promotion of New York’s
State Parks and Historic Sites. The grants, funded through
the EPF, will be matched by almost $200,000 in private and
local funding and will support projects to strengthen Friends

The BKAA will inform members when new publications are
available.

BKAA Action and
Information Alerts

MAILBAG continued from page 3

are sent from the following email address:

(Camp DeBruce). I am looking forward to the experience
and I believe I will have an amazing time.

libertylithoink@yahoo.com

To ensure that emails reach your Inbox, and not your
junk or spam folder, add this address to your safe
senders list (called ‘whitelisting’).

Sincerely,
Jackson Mitchell
Dear BKAA

Your email provider or security service (if you use
one) may have their own instructions for adding an
email address to a whitelist. Look up instructions with
the provider or service you use.

February 15, 2018

At this winter time, I am looking with joy at getting the
Spring Guardian. I enjoy reading the “Guardian.” I read the
“Guardian” in all seasons. I want to help myself.
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Sincerely,
Ronald Masotti
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Juvenile Bald Eagle
Photo by Kevin Kreischer
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Photo by Karen C. Miller
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Photo by Linda Lou Bartle
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2018 BKAA Campers

indoors. I noticed that over the past few years, less and
less children are playing outside, and are usually on their
phones. Most of these kids are driven to staying inside
where the air is “always at the right temperature.” Well, the
outdoors is also “just the right temperature, but just in a
different way.”

(Editor’s Note: This year, the BKAA is sponsoring ten
students to DEC Environmental Camps at DeBruce
(Catskills), Pack Forest (Southern Adirondacks), and Colby
(Saranac Lake in the Northern Adirondacks). The following
essays address our application question, why are you
interested in the environment?)

I feel like kids should spend more time outside than indoors,
and I will stand my ground and say that I like the outside
better than inside.

Liam Burns

I am twelve years old and live in West Milford, New Jersey,
where I attend 7th grade at Macopin Middle School.

I am interested in the environment because there are a lot
of things to do. One thing I like to do while I’m outside is to
go sledding in the snow. I think it is very fun to fly through
the snow with the cold air brushing by me. The next reason
is I like to find fuzzy caterpillars and watch them wiggle
around. I like to make a house out of a shoebox for them.
I sometimes wonder if their stripes really do predict the
upcoming winter. Lastly, I enjoy spending time outdoors
with my family building campfires and making s’mores. I
feel happy when we’re doing this together. For all those
reasons, the environment is important to me. I hope to learn
more ways to help protect it.

Adam Furman

My name is Adam Furman and I am going to be 13 in
February. I am a seventh grade student at Tri-Valley
Central School in Grahamsville.

I am a Boy Scout and have shared camping experiences
with my Troop on several occasions. I have also attended
camp at Frost Valley and enjoy hunting and fishing.

I enjoy being outdoors and have always liked learning about
nature and living things. I would very much like to attend
Camp DeBruce in Livingston Manor during the summer of
2018, and I hope you will consider sponsoring me. Thank
you.

I live in Forestburgh, am 11 years old, and attend 5th grade
at the Rutherford Elementary School.

Mary Clark

Tommy Garcia

I love the environment and animals because all of it is just
so pure. Sadly, because of deforestation rates, there are
less places to hike. I volunteer at the Walden Humane
Society. I’ve had a love for nature since I was 5, I love
animals furry or scaly. I think I would benefit from this
program. My name is Mary Clark. I live in Middletown and
attend Presidential Park Elementary mastery class 5th
grade and am a member of the National Elementary Honor
Society. Thank you for reading my resume and I hope you
take into account that I would really like to be in this
program.

I’m interested in the environment. I go out in the woods
and see different types of trees, plants, and rocks. I also
see different tracks in the dirt and wonder if its a deer, bear,
ground hog, or any other animal. I would also like to know
different types of fish because I go fishing a lot in the
summer, mostly catch and release. Some fish I don’t know
what they are and how to handle them, I have a fire pit in
my backyard and I want to know how to start it without a
lighter or matches. I would also like to know more about
survival skills, just in case I need them someday. There are
so many things that live and survive outside all year round,
even in the hot summer or in cold of winter. I want to know
how they do it. I think this camp would educate me in ways
that would impact my life and family. I live in White Lake,
am 13 and in the 8th grade, attending Robert J. Kaiser
Middle School in Monticello.

Marissa Crosby

(In previous years, we sponsored Marissa’s brother and
sister to DEC Camps.)

I have a few reasons why I like the outdoors and the woods
in the area that I live in. The first reason why is because in
the woods, you can make so many things with the materials
around you! That’s how us humans lived for thousands of
years! An example of things that you can make in the
woods is a lean-to. My brother, sister and I all helped build
a lean-to in the woods by our neighborhood. We spent a lot
of time in it and we are all happy that we built something
that our ancestors built regularly!

The second reason why I like the outdoors is the nice fresh
air. A lot of people don’t really notice, but the air indoors
isn’t as nice as the stuff outdoors. I would much rather
spend my time drawing, and doing activities outdoors than

Chase McFarland
Jan 4th, 2018
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My name is Chase McFarland. I live in Wurtsboro and I’m
in the 6th grade. I’m very interested in the environment,
exploring the wilderness, hiking, kayaking, seeing all of the
wild animals and learning how I can protect them. Lots of
my family members have been to Camp DeBruce and they
said it was fun and educational. I would love to go to Camp
DeBruce this year so I can keep my family legacy going
and to have the same amazing experiences they had.

BKAA CAMPERS continued on page 10
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Special BKAA Fundraiser:

Great Blue Heron Tee-shirts and BKAA Field Guide Notecards!
Available for purchase at our 37th Annual Basha Kill Clean-up
Saturday April 21

Short-sleeved Tee: $20.00
(Various colors available)
Long-sleeved Tee: $25.00
Long-sleeved 2XL: $28.00
(White only in all sizes)

◆ 100% cotton with silkscreened GB Heron design.

◆ Printed in the Catskills.
◆ Heron illustration is by artist Lilith Jones from our own
BKAA Field Guide.

◆ Heavyweight uncoated paper. Envelopes included.
◆ Made and printed in the USA.
◆ Illustrations are by artist Lilith Jones from our own
BKAA Field Guide.
4.5”x 5.5” ~ $2.50 each/4 or more $2 each.
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5” x 7” ~ $3.50 each/ 4 or more $3 each.
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BKAA CAMPERS continued from page 8
Dylan McIntyre

My name is Dylan McIntyre. I am 14 years old and go to
Onteora School in Boiceville, NY, where I am in the 8th
grade.

I would really like to go to camp this summer. I would like
to learn about hunting so I can hunt with my cousin this fall.
I like the outdoors and my Mom likes it because I won’t be
playing videos all summer.

Thank you very much.

Aaron Minton

(Years ago, we sponsored Aaron’s brother, Onyx Clark,
now eighteen to DEC Camp.)

Hi my name is Aaron Minton. I am 11 years old and I am in
6th grade at RJK Middle School in Monticello, NY. I would
like to be able to participate in the DEC summer camp this
year because I love to be outside and do summer kinds of
activities. I like to fish, I love camping, and I really like to
meet new people. My brother was able to go to this camp
a few years ago and he tells me about it. He said that it is
a lot of fun and there are lot of fun things to do. He said that
there is archery and clay pigeon shooting. That interested
me because I was at the Jakes event once with boy scouts
and I shot a lot of different guns there and did really good.
I hit three of the four clay pigeons and that was my first time
ever shooting. I am excited to be able to do hiking and
learn about different things in the forest. I am also in the
Earth Guardian Club at the middle school. We are learning
about eating healthy and drinking lots of water. That is
important to stay healthy. We had a scientist visit us and tell
us about climate change and how important it is to not litter
and to not waste. All the things we do helps our planet and
keeps forests and rivers clean. I like river walking and like
to swim in the lake in the summer, too.

the 7th grade at Warwick Valley Middle School.
Lukas Redzimski

I am 13 years old, turning 14 in April. I live in Wurtsboro,
NY. I am an 8th grader at RJK Middle School in Monticello.
I would like to go to Camp Pack Forest. This is a teen camp
for boys and girls 14 to 17 years. I would like to attend the
Adventure Week at Pack Forest. Last year, I went to Camp
DeBruce and I had a jolly time. At camp we learned about
the environment, outdoors, and Hunter Safety. Another
reason I would like to go to Camp Pack Forest is because
I would like to get away from my chaotic family life and my
addiction to electronics such as my Xbox 1. The outdoors
is very dear to me because I have many memories growing
up in the remote wilderness of upstate New York and I
would like to preserve it for many future generations and
maybe even for my children someday.

Jackson Mitchell

My name is Jackson Mitchell. The environment is defined
as “the surroundings or conditions in which a person,
animal or plant lives or operates.” What I think often gets
lost in the discussion is that we are in and of the
environment. That is to say we effect and are affected by
our surroundings. We are nature and therefore, we need to
be responsible stewards. In the immortal words of
renowned naturalist and philosopher John Muir, “In every
walk with nature one receives far more than he seeks.” This
is definitely true for me because when I go out into the
forest (for instance when I hike on the Appalachian Trail
with my parents, or hang out in my backyard), I get a sense
(of great fulfillment) that I am a part of something that is
greater then myself. I believe all humans would benefit from
recognizing they have a place in, and belong in nature.

I am twelve years old and live in Warwick, where I am in
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“Just a Winter Song”
By Stephen Erny

‘Tis the season of the year : Cold
And the skies are clear
Snow fell in the night
Turned my world to white

Shadows cast far from the trees
A distant hoot owl calls to me

The north wind blows through town
A swirling, drifting sound
Snowing all day long
It’s just a winter song
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Musings on DVRC, BKAA, and Life’s Serendipity
By Bill Streeter, Director, Delaware Valley Raptor Center

(Editor’s Note: Tremendous interest and an ever-changing
membership resulted in this issue’s reprise of Bill Streeter’s
original Guardian article, first published in 2014. The
accompanying postscript adds depth and relevance to the
original piece.)
In the summer of 1984 I was working at a fresh air camp in
western Massachusetts teaching environmental education
and heading the construction crew, after having designed
and constructed a nature trail system supervising various
socially and economically disadvantaged youth over the
previous few years. My wife Stephanie and I had founded
the North Quabbin Raptor Center, and I incorporated our
work with raptors into the environmental education
program. I was asked by the Natural Science for Youth
Foundation to come back to our home state of
Pennsylvania to create a raptor center at an environmental
center called the Natural Science Solar Center in Milford,
PA. There was going to be a large wildlife park on the 1,600
acre property owned by the Hayden Foundation. It was
being designed by Jim Fowler of “Wild Kingdom” fame, and
I was to become the director of education for the park.
Stephanie was to run the raptor center, very heady stuff for
a young couple (I was 31 years old). The park was never
constructed. The powers that be could not raise the funds,
and everything fell apart by the spring of 1987.
Retrospectively, it was the best thing that could have
happened. The Hayden Foundation allowed us to remain
on the property, and with our meager life savings in May of
1987 we incorporated the Delaware Valley Raptor Center,
a 501(c)(3) non-profit dedicated to the conservation of birds
of prey, and opened for membership. We wanted to do
more than just wildlife medicine. We wanted to create an
education program showcasing the majesty of birds of prey
and produce a publication that educates as well as
entertains (the Delaware Valley Raptor Center Journal). It
has been a group effort (myself, Stephanie, staff member
Jan Lucciola, and board member Julie Collier, a talented
artist, writer, and raptor expert). Twenty seven years later
we’re still trying to get better. Who knew?
I first became acquainted with the BKAA when I received a
call from Pat Diness, BKAA Nature Watch co-leader, asking
me to speak at the Basha Kill winery for a Nature Watch
fundraiser in September of 2010. A friend of mine spoke
often of hiking and canoeing in the Basha Kill watershed
property, so I was curious to see what it was all about. I
wasn’t disappointed. The setting was beautiful and I
remember thinking, “What a great group of people!” They
even understood and laughed at all of my jokes, although
the wine may have helped. A few BKAA members had
accompanied me to Alaska on a trip I had hosted the
previous August, which made the speaking engagement

even more special. I made a mental note to join the
organization, and then later forgot to do so (this happens
more and more as I get older).
On July 3rd of 2012, I connected with the BKAA again,
when some members of the Basha Kill Area Association
Nature Watch Volunteers rescued a juvenile bald eagle a
day after it fledged from its nest. The juvenile was seen on
the ground in the Basha Kill watershed and had to be
rescued by boat. The bird was wet and had a few external
blood sucking parasites (hippoboscid flies), but was
otherwise alert and feisty. An x-ray confirmed a fracture of
the distal head of the radius bone at the wrist joint of the
right wing. Although the bone was fractured completely
through, the normal figure 8 wrapping of the wing would
create a larger space between the radius body and its
broken head. The ulna bone next to the radius would act as
a natural splint, so we decided to leave the wing
unwrapped. Any surgery attempt would have done more
harm than good. The eagle was placed in a small 8’X8’
building to keep her movement restricted, and nobody was
allowed to approach the building except once a day to
quickly leave food. We re-x-rayed the wing in early August.
The callus formation looked good, and the joint moved and
extended well. She was placed in a large flight enclosure
with another bald eagle where she immediately flew well,
and soon made it clear that she was ready to go shortly
thereafter. On August 12, 2012, the day before leaving for
Alaska (with more BKAA members), I drove to the boat
launch opposite the winery with the eagle and was
surprised to see that over 30 BKAA members had shown up
to witness her release. Although watching the eagle fly
away with strength and grace was compensation enough,
BKAA members (Nature Watch volunteers) still presented
us with a $535 donation that they had collected. I was
deeply touched, re-affirming my initial impression of BKAA.
The experience showed what can be accomplished when
two grass roots organizations work together. I joined BKAA
shortly thereafter. There’s an old adage in the
environmental movement community which might now
seem like a cliche but still holds true. “Think globally, act
locally.” We may not be able to solve all of the world’s
environmental problems, but it’s quite wonderful what a
small group of people when working in concert can
accomplish in our communities.
Postscript

When I was asked by BKAA in 2014 to write an article about
the Delaware Valley Raptor Center, I decided on a brief
history of our center and one of our success stories in which
the members of BKAA played a part. Although we have had
plenty of successes over the years, we have had to endure
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NEWS BRIEFS:
Maryallison Farley Talks Eagles
on WJFF Radio
Maryallison Farley

On Saturday, January 20, Maryallison Farley, Nature Watch
Co-Leader, participated in a wonderful WJFF broadcast
focused on winter eagle watching in the region, produced
and hosted by Barbara Demarest. During Radio Chatskill,
Barbara interviewed Jason Zarnowski, Coordinator of the
Delaware Highlands Conservancy’s (DHC) winter eagle
viewing program, Joel Long, a DHC eagle watch volunteer,
and Sandy Long who discussed the DHC bus trip she
would lead to show visitors how and where to photograph
Delaware area eagles. Finally, Barbara talked with
Maryallison about the BKAA’s upcoming Nature Watch, the
spring/early summer eagle nest watching program at the
Bashakill Wildlife Management Area.

Maintenance and Management. Scholarship recipients
must be matriculated full time in one of these majors with at
least a 3.0 grade point average. I am informed by Kathy
Scullion, Instructional Assistant, Division of Science,
Technology, and Mathematics at SCCC, that, while they
are soliciting applications for the current (spring 2018)
semester, a decision is still pending. An update will appear
in a future Guardian.

Speaking “on air” was a great opportunity to spread the
word about a critical wetland resource as well as tout the
BKAA’s invaluable educational work.

BKAA Seeks 2018 Catherine
Abate Memorial Scholarship
Applicants
Paula Medley

Scholarship recipients must be graduating seniors from one
of six school districts serving Mamakating: Ellenville,
Fallsburg, Minisink, Monticello, Pine Bush, and Port Jervis.
The major criterion involves writing a 250-500 word essay
identifying and then resolving a local environmental
challenge.

Scholarship details are available at district guidance offices.
Application deadline is April 30, with winners, determined by
the BKAA, named thereafter.

In 2016, Michael Abate established three $350 scholarships
to be awarded annually in memory of his late wife,
Catherine, a valued BKAA member and passionate
environmental advocate.

BKAA Jack Orth
Memorial Scholarship
Marcia Briggs Wallace

Our members will recall that the Jack Orth legacy, left to
the BKAA, was turned over to Sullivan County Community
College (SCCC) in 2003 to fund scholarships in the
environmental sciences. Currently, two majors at SCCC
are involved—Environmental Studies and Green Building
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many challenges along the way. In 1994, we were told that
the 1600 acre Milford Reservation property on which
DVRC was located was being sold to the Pennsylvania
Game Commission, and we had a year to leave and
relocate. After much searching, Stephanie and I found a
house and property on Cummins Hill Road in Westfall
Township, which would work. After attending many
planning board meetings, we received permission to
construct the new center, so we closed on the house in the
summer of 1995, and I began the process of putting in an
access road, constructing new buildings, and converting
the bottom half of our new bi-level house into a clinic, xray unit, isolation area, and office. Shortly thereafter, the
Game Commission backed out of the deal, and the
Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural
Resources (DCNR) purchased the Milford Reservation
property and asked us to stay. In the long run, it worked
out to our advantage. We were forced to expand at a time
when I was young and energetic enough to do it, and we
could offer our co-worker, Jan the house on the original
property.

Our greatest period of adversity, however, came January 8,
2015, only months after writing the BKAA article, when a
fire broke out in the clinic of our Cummins Hill Rd home.
Although fire damage was limited to the clinic and x-ray
unit, isolation area, and part of our living area upstairs,
smoke and water damage ruined the office and much of
the rest of our home. For the next 5 months, while living in
the Best Western Hotel, I had to coordinate the rebuild of
the house, the cleaning of its contents, and a myriad of
other things too numerous to mention that needed dealing
with after a disaster, all while caring for the birds on the
property, and trying to do as many education programs as
possible. Many people came together to help us. With the
financial support of our membership, local community
organizations, and the kindness of strangers, we were able
to survive and subsequently thrive once again. Since then
we have continued our work with the many hawks, falcons,
owls, and eagles that pass through the center. We will face
any new challenges as they come. Isn’t that what life is all
about?
Importantly, the Center is only open to DVRC members
and their guests. For membership information, visit
www.dvrconline.org or call (570) 296-6025.
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DEC Update for BKAA
Guardian Spring 2018

Green Column:
Common Questions & Answers
about Garbage and
Recyclables

Nathan Ermer, DEC Manager of Bashakill Wildlife
Management Area

The New York State Department of Environmental
Conservation (DEC) has modest plans at the Bashakill in
2018 after an eventful 2017. In late 2017, the finishing
touches were completed on the wheelchair-accessible trail
to the waterfowl hunting and wildlife observation blind that
was recently constructed north of Haven Road.
Additionally, the Phragmites infestation on the shoulder of
Haven Road was treated with herbicide in the fall of 2017
and the driveway into the “Stop Sign” parking area
underwent significant resurfacing work during the summer.

Bill Cutler

Q. Does Sullivan County provide curbside collection
of garbage and recyclables?

A. No. Sullivan County DOES NOT provide waste or
recycling curbside collection service. You will need to hire
a private sanitation company to provide this service for
you. Please remember that recycling is mandatory in
Sullivan County, and that all sanitation haulers must offer
collection of separated recyclables (sometimes at added
cost) to you.

Anticipated management activities for 2018 are mainly
focused on annual maintenance items. Currently (late
February/early March), a DEC crew is at the Bashakill,
weather permitting, cleaning out wood duck boxes and
replacing those boxes that have outlived their useful
lifespan. As breeding wood ducks return to the Bashakill
in late March and early April and begin investigating
possible nesting locations, DEC’s 35-40 nest boxes will
again be in top condition to accommodate the Bashakill’s
premier breeding waterfowl species. At the same time, the
crew is completing the first round of clearing a winter’s
worth of blowdowns from the railroad grade and canal
towpath trails.

Q. Does Sullivan County have a place to take
garbage and recyclables so I don’t have to hire a
private hauler?

A. Yes. Sullivan County operates six conveniently-located
recycling & waste transfer stations across the County.
For instructions, fees, and hours of operation, please call
the Division of Solid Waste and Recycling at 845-8070290.

Q. Why can’t I just burn my garbage, instead of
paying to have it hauled away and buried in a
landfill?

A. Besides being downright illegal in New York State,
burning garbage increases the risk of brush fire / fire
damage to property, pollutes the air with dangerous
chemicals, and really annoys the neighbors - some of
whom may have respiratory ailments that can be
worsened by smoke.

As weather continues to improve in late April and May,
routine maintenance of existing access infrastructure will
become the top management priority, just as it is every
year. This work includes basic rehabilitation of trails,
parking areas, and roads such as resurfacing gravel
parking lots and driveways and periodic mowing to keep
encroaching vegetation at bay. Similarly, cleaning up illegal
dumping is sure to be a substantial workload in 2018, like
in 2017.

Q. Can I bury garbage in my back yard?

A. That is definitely NOT a good idea! Garbage often
contains hazardous substances that can leach into
groundwater, plus the odor of decomposing trash attracts
bears, rats, skunks and other pesky critters to people.

Beyond the routine, DEC staff will plant shrubs in the spring
around the Haven Road blind to provide screening and
help integrate it into the Bashakill’s landscape and also
plant along the Pinekill to continue ongoing stream
stabilization efforts. Additionally, DEC staff will once again
conduct several wildlife surveys at the Bashakill, focused
mainly on young forest dependent bird species, including
whip-poor-will, golden-winged and blue-winged warblers.
Lastly, invasive plant species, especially Phragmites and
Japanese knotweed will remain the focus of management
attention at the Wildlife Management Area.

DEC welcomes all questions, comments, and suggestions
regarding management of the Bashakill. Please do not
hesitate to reach out to me - Nathan Ermer, Wildlife
Biologist and DEC WMA Manager, 845-256-3047,
nathan.ermer@dec.ny.gov.

Q. What is the best way to properly dispose of
unwanted medications?
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A. Pharmaceutical Collection Events and secure Drug
Drop Boxes available at many local police stations are
the best options for the proper disposal of pills and solid
form medications in Sullivan County. Additionally, some
local pharmacies offer unwanted medication collection &
disposal services. If these options are not available,
thoroughly mix unwanted pharmaceuticals with water
and cat litter, old coffee grounds or soil and discard with
regular household trash. Never flush unwanted
medications down the sink or toilet as these compounds
will contaminate the environment.
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A Community Comes Together Through the
Upper Delaware Watershed Resources Forum
Linda Lou Bartle, BKAA Water-testing Chairperson

With a barrage of bad news coming at us from every
direction, the media, social media, our neighbors, and being
told our nation is divided, it feels like some days are
crushing. I see people trying to shut out the negative, being
on the defensive, or feeling like they should just give up.
But, wait just one minute, I’ve picked up a feeling of some
satisfaction, an extra skip in my step about community, my
neighborhood, local progress, and overall hopefulness.

I couldn’t wait to share my experiences from attending a
local conference in December 2017. I bent the ears of a
few people at my job whom I knew would enjoy my sources
of encouragement. I just couldn’t hold back and now it’s
your turn to read about my nerdy enthusiasm.

I have participated in conferences and forums for several
years, but this one was different. This was in our neck of
the woods, our Delaware Watershed. Excited, I ran out of
work a little early on Monday, December 4th, 2017, to meet
what I thought would be a small group of environmentalists
at the Old Erie House in Port Jervis. I was invited by Simon
Gruber, Environmental Planning Consultant and Hudson
River environmentalist. I had spoken with him in the
beginning (planning) stages, weeks in advance, and
thought the conference would involve just a few people and
a couple local groups. I didn’t receive the official email
about it being the Upper Delaware Watershed Resources
Forum until a few days before.

What a turnout! I was excited to see over 60 people, a
who’s who of local government, business leaders,
community organizations, private citizens, and an army of
men in flannel shirts (okay, maybe it was about 8 guys) who
eagerly introduced themselves as part of the Outdoor Club
of Port Jervis. Several asked me if I had any trails to clear
at the Basha Kill, but I didn’t think so at the moment and I
would have to get back to them if something changed.
Wow, they were ready and able.

lots, rain gardens, maintaining said areas, and basic flows
lost in over development. Simon stated “If you can protect
open spaces you can protect the water.” Mayor Kelly
Decker of Port Jervis, in a booming voice, expressed his
commitment to protecting water surrounding Port Jervis,
the Port Jervis Watershed Park, and Recreational Area Trail
Network. He was very passionate about educating the
public, using free outdoor events like a recent moon walk.
Mayor Kelly embraced the concept of engaging the public
and allowing them into areas that were once blocked for
their use.
We had four speakers, who discussed local Case Studies:

• Valerie Maginsky, Director of Port Jervis Community
Development Agency — Valerie talked about the
importance of planning development to benefit the
watershed as part of our Comprehensive Plans. She
reported on a local study of invasive species and protecting
the Dwarf Wedge Mussels. Adult mussels are filterfeeders, feeding on algae and other small suspended
particles. They spend most of their time buried almost
completely in the bottom of streams and rivers. Current
data from the DEC reports that this mussel was once found
in 70 locations in 15 major Atlantic Coast drainages.
However, its numbers have declined drastically; most
populations that remain number in the 100’s. The two
exceptions are the lower Neversink River, where there are
at least ten thousand, if not tens of thousands of Dwarf
Wedge Mussels, and the Tar River in North Carolina. Water
pollution, including sediments and chemicals from
agriculture and other development projects, such as golf

This symposium was a chance to gather and discuss
opportunities for collaboration and sharing knowledge.
Focus was on recent trends and initiatives in Port Jervis
and neighboring communities, relating to conservation and
resource protection. Linking community development,
tourism, and recreation was the forum’s mission and I
believe we fulfilled that goal with an informal tone and time
put aside to discuss and meet others.

Our speakers, who were very enthusiastic, had me
cheering for our local communities, starting with Simon
Gruber, who spoke about connections between clean water,
forests and green spaces, with emphasis on porous parking
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X IN MEMORIAM Q

With profound sadness, the BKAA announces
the passing of valued members:

Thomas Kiernan
Walter Mehr

Walter was a BKAA “elder statesman,” having
joined the organization in 1981.

Barbara Merritt

The BKAA sends heartfelt condolences to
Jeanne, Alfred, members’ families and friends.
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courses, have been implicated in the mussel’s decline. (If
you have been following the sediment runoff problems at
the Dragon Springs location, you can understand why
Dwarf Wedge Mussels are a concern for our area and why
I was very happy to hear that our voices are being heard.

• Mike Ward, V.P. Outdoor Club of Port Jervis — This group
is cutting edge proactive. They aggressively promote the
outdoors and are helping to develop the Port Jervis
Watershed Park and Recreation Area in a sustainable and
eco-friendly manner. They have over a hundred members
and 22 of them volunteer to clear trails; these guys were
my favorite group! They reached out to everyone at the
forum in a networking effort, offering future presentations.
I was elated when they told us about the GPS bar code they
added to the trail markers, first to bring up a map of the
watershed that pinpoints the hike’s location, and second
to provide a more detailed view of trail surroundings. The
club offers something almost every weekend and has
groomed trails for biking, hiking and snow treks. Check
them out at: www.ocopj.org or Facebook and the latest
write-up in the Times Herald Record.

http://www.recordonline.com/news/20180126/portjervisoutdoor-club-digs-trails-links-locales-and-people

• Bill Herrmann, Supervisor, Town of Mamakating — Bill
conveyed the Mamakating breakdown: a brief description of
our town, his vision of hiking a trail from the Delaware to
the Hudson, our workshops, Master Plan development,
public inclusiveness when explaining taxes vs.
development and resources that surround us. “We selected
ecotourism as our niche, providing quality of life

improvements for our residents, and attracting visitor
dollars, and second home seekers.” We worked on Logo
branding with the NYC College of Technology to create our
brand “Mamakating, Where History Meets Adventure.”
From developing 27 acres of trails and defeating an
unscrupulous developer, Bill had an amazing list of
achievements by community that is involved and invested
on a pro-environmental level. He stressed that people
wanted open natural environments to maintain and
celebrate our rural character. We want to highlight and
protect the Basha Kill and Shawangunk Ridge, which are
our treasured gems!”

• Diane, Executive Director, Delaware Highlands
Conservancy — After a short speech about their programs,
she introduced their staff. Importantly, the Conservancy will
act as a catalyst for future meetings as part of the Delaware
River Watershed Initiative, and focus on fostering
networking and collaboration in the Neversink River Basin.
Finally, this occasion was a great opportunity to speak to
our neighbors about important issues. Maybe you had to
be there, but I was really brimming with pride after hearing
from these speakers. Any feelings of lost ground in the past
year completely dispersed and that’s the key to my
optimism. We have to dig in locally to make a difference
and follow up on long term goals. There were 40 groups at
this forum. They didn’t just pop up overnight; it takes time
and communities that care to protect and maintain what is
most precious. No matter what hat you wore, it was great
to be among local government officials, business leaders,
community organizations, and others, working on
community development and environmental issues in this
part of the Delaware River watershed.

TELL A FRIEND ABOUT THE
BASHA KILL AREA ASSOCIATION!

Have your friends fill out this coupon for membership or more information:
P.O. Box 1121, Wurtsboro, NY 12790
Yes, I’m interested in the environment and wish to become a member of Basha Kill Area Association. Enclosed is:
_____$10.00 for individual membership

_____Other Donation

_____Please send more information

Name __________________________________________________ Phone ____________________________
Address ________________________________________________ Email _____________________________
(for action alerts)
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Photos by Renée Zernitsky
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September 30, 2017 — View of juvenile Eagle at Basha
Kill through a spotting scope. Photo by Linda Lou Bartle
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Cornell Cooperative Extension Sullivan County,
Your Trusted Resource Since 1914
Submitted by Nicole Slevin, Communications & Diversity Manager

Cornell Cooperative Extension (CCE) Sullivan County is
proud to be featured in this issue of The Guardian!
Personally, I’m a member and a volunteer with Basha Kill
Area Association (BKAA), but professionally, our
collaboration through important initiatives like Catskill
Regional Invasive Species Partnership (CRISP) and a
shared commitment to education and sustainability in the
Sullivan Catskills help support the BKAA mission “to
promote education and respect for the environment in
general and to preserve the beauty of the area”.

Cornell Cooperative Extension's mission is to put
knowledge to work in pursuit of economic vitality, ecological
sustainability, and social well-being. We bring local
experience and research-based solutions together, helping
New York State families and communities thrive in our
rapidly changing world.

In 1865, President Abraham Lincoln signed the Morrill Land
Grant Act and Cornell University was founded in Ithaca,
New York.

Then, in 1913, US Congress passed the Smith Lever Act
supporting the work of a Cooperative Extension system that
spanned the nation, to extend the research at the university
level to the people in their home communities, at the
grassroots level.

Cooperative Extension began as an organization that
educated farmers. During The Great Depression, food
production was important but people started dying from
food and water borne illnesses as a result of poor food
preparation and storage practices. In response,
Cooperative Extension expanded its mission to include the
entire family unit. It divided into three program areas, Farm
Bureau (continuing the original work in agriculture), Home
Bureau (to provide support in the home), and 4-H (positive
youth development). In 1955, Farm Bureau split off as an
advocacy group because Cooperative Extension exists as
an unbiased resource for education, but we remain
partners.
Now, over a century later, CCE offers hands-on workshops
and technical assistance in five program areas:

Agriculture & Food Systems (e.g., Catskills Kitchen & Food
Business Incubator Program, ag business classes, on-site
farm visits, beginning farmer programs, Right to Farm Law
initiative, etc.)

Environment & Natural Resources (e.g., Forestry
education,
gardening
seminars,
composting
demonstrations, CRISP invasive species identification
management, permaculture and ecological design classes,

etc.)

Community & Economic Vitality (e.g., Master Gardener
Volunteer training, Master Gardener Helpline, soil testing
services, residential energy efficiency courses, free tenant
rights programs, credit and debt management classes,
career and leadership training courses, etc.)
Nutrition & Healthy Families (e.g., Master Food Preserver
3-day trainings, Creating Healthy Schools & Communities
worksite wellness support, Yoga4Classrooms trainings,
farmers’ market cooking classes, etc.)
Youth & Family Development (e.g., 4-H Youth Development
club support, 4-H Public Presentations, youth snowmobile
safety certification, Sullivan County Youth Fair, animal
science programs, Junior Master Gardeners series, free
caregiver support groups, Caregiver Wellness Retreat, Tai
Chi for arthritis, etc.)

Cooperative Extension offices exist in almost every
county/region of every state, associated with the major land
grant university of that state. New York State = Cornell
Cooperative Extension; Pennsylvania = Penn State
Cooperative Extension; so on and so forth.

Cornell is a privately endowed research university and a
SUNY partner. As the federal land-grant institution in New
York State, it has a responsibility—unique within the Ivy
League—to make contributions in all fields of knowledge in
a manner that prioritizes public engagement to help
improve the quality of life in our state, the nation, and the
world.

Supported by a federal, state, and local government
partnership, the national land grant system, Cornell
University, and various community friends, CCE’s highly
trained professional staff engages New Yorkers in research,
outreach, and educational programs that transform
communities.

CCE Sullivan is governed by a locally elected board of
directors, including one appointment from the Sullivan
County Legislature and a representative from Cornell
University. The non-profit, quasi-governmental organization
operates under a constitution and additional operating
guidelines.

Our volunteers serve as a critical outreach and program
delivery mechanism, for which we are tremendously
grateful. To quote CCE Sullivan Executive Director Colleen
Monaghan, “Part of what makes Extension great, and
responsive to Sullivan County needs, is that we have a
team of dedicated individuals who give their time each
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Progress at the Town of Mamakating
Environmental Education and Interpretive Center
Bob Fiore, Center Director

The Center continues to evolve. A curriculum for students from Monticello Central School District is being developed. It
will include the eco-geological history of the Basha Kill, that of its Native American and early inhabitants, natural offerings
of the Basha Kill, and role the Environmental Education Center plays in preservation of area natural resources. Anyone
knowledgable in these themes, as well as related topics, is welcomed to offer their expertise as a lecturer. Just let us know.

In other news, Orange County Community College’s avian biologist has placed bird feeders on the Center’s back deck,
which have already attracted a variety of regular customers. Dr. Zurovchek leads field trips and lectures students at the
Center. Many individuals from the community as well as tourists have visited this facility with area agencies and groups,
like the BKAA, using it to conduct meetings. Guests have expressed pleasure over its warmth, comfort and attractiveness.
Looking for a gathering place, give us a call (845-644-5014). We are open 7 days a week and our hours are 8am through
4:30pm. Evening hours are available upon request. The Center’s grounds provide almost a mile of hiking trails that link
with those of the Basha Kill. Trails furnish opportunities for hiking as well as snow shoeing, cross country skiing, nature
study, relaxation and enjoyment. Why don’t you stop by and pay us a visit?

Basha Kill

FUN
FACTS

The Bashakill Wildlife Management Area - As a multiple use area,
hunting, trapping and fishing are allowed at the Bashakill WMA.
Regulations for those activities fall under the jurisdiction of the New
York State Department of Environmental Conservation. A license is
required for each of those activities. In addition, a Special Use Permit
is also required for hunting and trapping. Both must be obtained from
the DEC. The Bashakill is located in the Lower Hudson Valley Zone
under DEC regulations. All hunting, trapping and fishing in this zone
are regulated according to guidelines set forth for that region. Hunting
of waterfowl follows federal regulations for migratory waterfowl. No
current spring Canada Goose hunt is allowed at the Bashakill. These
regulations are updated annually and are subject to change each year.

CORNELL CO-OP continued from page 18

month to feed information, skills, and support to myself and
the CCE Sullivan staff team.”

We have a commitment to diversity, inclusion, and
affirmative action that goes beyond federal compliance. The
Cornell University slogan has been, “Any Person, Any
Study” since the beginning and this philosophy persists
through your local Extension opportunities, including
scholarships and other accommodations made for folks
from all walks of life. Our purpose is to connect with
farmers, families, youth, and individuals in need across the
county to provide science-based resources in the form of
practical tools and techniques.

Any Sullivan County resident who uses CCE Sullivan’s
services is considered a “member”. Additionally, anyone
can “enroll” in CCE Sullivan for an annual contribution of
$25 and will receive our monthly, educational Extension
Connection magazine with articles, flyers, nutritious
recipes, the latest class listings and opportunities,
community editorials, and more.

We have invited the Basha Kill Area Association to submit
an article to our April Extension Connection issue’s
Community Guest Editorial section. Look out for it in time
for Earth Day!

If you or someone you know is interested in becoming a
volunteer, starting a 4-H club, receiving our 2017 Annual
Report to the Community, or learning more, reach out to
Cornell Cooperative Extension Sullivan County, “Your
Trusted Resource of Choice”.

Connect to us on social media (Facebook, Instagram,
Twitter, YouTube), click www.sullivancce.org, call 845-2926180, or come say, “hi” at our Extension Education
Center— complete with gardens, a nature trail,
greenhouse, high tunnel, meeting rooms, and Catskills
Kitchen facility—at 64 Ferndale-Loomis Road in Liberty.
Sources:
http://thebashakill.org/basha-kill-area-association-bkaa/
http://ccetompkins.org/about-us/our-history
http://cce.cornell.edu/info/about
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The O&W Rail Trail Through Sullivan County
Heather Jacksy, Sullivan County Planner

“Build it and they will come “ really applies to rail trails, and
the longer the trail the more who come. Rail trails have
been shown to boost local economies, stabilize and
improve land values, enhance health statistics, reduce
crime, and deter acts of vandalism such as illegal garbage
dumping. These benefits have led Sullivan County to build
on the work Mamakating has been doing toward
establishing a robust walking and bicycling trail network in
the Town with a project to achieve a county-wide multi-use
rail trail traversing over 50 miles from Wurtsboro to
Livingston Manor. This endeavor is also considering an
additional spur connecting Monticello with Port Jervis.

Pieces of the rail trail have already been assembled. The
Mountaindale Trail, Fallsburg Rails-to-Trails, Hurleyville
Milk Train Trail, Liberty Rail Trail and Parksville Rail Trail
are all developed over the old rail bed of the Ontario and
Western (O&W) line. Now, with consultants supported by
two State grants, the County is creating a longterm plan to
connect these segments and unite them under the O&W
name so they are recognized as belonging to a regionallyscaled facility. One grant funds completion of a feasibility
study examining existing conditions along the built and
unbuilt portions of the trail, as well as ownership, and trail
operations and maintenance. This study will result in
recommendations for improvements to existing trail
segments, alignments for new connecting segments, trail
design, signage, and phasing implementation. The second
grant will yield a new brand logo for the overall trail plus a
new trail map promoting existing segments as well as the
village and hamlet downtowns along the way.

any privately owned sections of the trail. (While
recommendations for acquisition have yet to be made by
project consultants, there is no interest in using eminent
domain). The group also shared ideas on what kinds of trail
amenities they’d like to see and what uses they’d like the
trail to accommodate.

Our next big step is to start work on trail branding. The
communities that dot the trail each have their own
personalities, and the built trail segments have some
branding in place as well. The challenge will be to design an
overarching brand that will allow individualization on a
segment by segment basis.
We would love your help with our project so:

Please share you ideas with the County by taking our
survey at:
www.owtrailssullivancount.weebly.com/public-input

Sign up to follow the project and join the actions at:
www.owtrialsullivancounty.weebly.com

Take a walk/hike/bike on one of our completed segments:
www.trailkeeper.org

Project consultants, Alta Planning + Design, specialize in
the planning, design, engineering, and implementation of
bicycle, pedestrian, park, and trail facilities and systems.
So far they’ve ridden, walked or looked at all the rail bed,
and are working on recommendations for possible
alignments, including where on road segments might be
necessary, and how to erect the trail across various
obstacles such as rivers, streams, wetlands, and Route 17.
Both Alta and the County have reached out to current rail
bed owners and have received much positive feedback. An
important project goal is working with landowners to
develop routing that doesn’t interfere with the private use of
their properties. We have connected with a majority of
owners, but are continuing this process. If you or someone
you know has property along the trail, please contact us.

A meeting held in January to present this project to the
general public drew over 100 participants. There was
tremendous support voiced for the venture, along with
some concerns about how the County planned to obtain
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Mamakating’s Draft
Comprehensive Plan (Plan)
Examined By Town Board
Paula Medley

The Town Board (board) proposed revisions to the draft
Plan at special workshops, one with planner Max Stach,
on 2/19, 2/21, and 3/13. President Paula Medley attended
all sessions. Here, board members asked questions and
suggested changes, but the extent of recommended
modifications is currently unknown.

However, before adopting the Plan, the board must
schedule a public hearing enabling residents and
stakeholders to comment on the board’s newly introduced
alterations. The BKAA will inform members of this date
and related pertinent benchmarks.
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Mamakating’s
Trail System
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Update:

Concerned Residents of Winterton

Spring 2018

Cecilia Walsh, Organization Coordinator

I, along with numerous members, have been very busy this past year with our analyses and actions related to the
proposed Kuhl’s Solar Farm planned for our Winterton area by Cypress Creek Renewables.

This project is intended for the same land on Upper Road where, in 2007, Michael Kuhl proposed a major 22 lot
subdivision named Stoneleigh Woods at Mamakating. Possible problems arising from that development triggered our
group’s formation and subsequent activities.

Throughout 2017, we have spent hours studying on file plans and engineering reports submitted by Cypress Creek for
Kuhl’s Solar. Various members have attended Mamakating workshops as well as appeared at planning board evening
meetings. In November, I had a BKAA funded two hour consultation with BKAA engineer Andy Willingham, where Mr.
Willingham reviewed paperwork presented by Cypress Creek, including a Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan. He
labeled that information “SUBSTANTIALLY DEFICIENT.” I then informed the planning board of countless items Mr.
Willingham felt merited further investigation.
At public hearings on Cypress Creek large-scale solar farms proposed for Mt. Vernon Road in Mamakating, Concerned
Residents has highlighted problems with clear cutting large amounts of trees, destroying existing ecosystems, stormwater
runoff, questionable vegetation management (use of herbicides, pesticides), noise and voltage, increased magnetic
fields, questionable ability to fight fires, and destruction of the mountain’s visual beauty.

Recently, we signed support letters for a local law amending certain zoning requirements governing large-scale solar
energy systems.

While our initial group was small in 2007, it has grown and largely been involved with water problems, first in Spruce
Meadows and Hidden Valley developments (because of Kuhl’s Stoneleigh Woods venture) and later on Upper Road,
Shirley Lane, Silvermine Estates, Cornfield, and Witte Drive. We have complained of water damage resulting when the
Seven Peaks model home was built as well as when road work began on Seven Peaks. In 2014, Mamakating planning
board members, along with Mr. Willingham, joined us for a site visit so that they could see first hand neighborhoods
affected by Seven Peaks stormwater runoff. We will continue to monitor our area and appreciate Mamakating’s efforts
to address our critical issues.

TELL A FRIEND

ABOUT THE BASHA KILL AREA ASSOCIATION!
Have your friends fill out this coupon for membership or more information:
P.O. Box 1121, Wurtsboro, NY 12790

Yes, I’m interested in the environment and wish to become a member of Basha Kill Area Association. Enclosed is:
_____$10.00 for individual membership

_____Other Donation

_____Please send more information

Name __________________________________________________ Phone ____________________________
Address ________________________________________________ Email _____________________________
(for action alerts)
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Fallsburg Rising: A Town Plans Its Future
Fallsburg’s Future Executive Board

After undertaking a year-long process to update its
Comprehensive Plan (Plan), with much debate over the
best path to attain healthy and sustainable development,
the Town of Fallsburg is entering a period where the new
Plan, as well as new zoning regulations, will be
implemented, hopefully guiding the town’s growth while
improving quality of life over the next decade.

We are a town rich in ethnic diversity, but also a town where
over 20% of our residents live below the poverty line.
Fallsburg is poised for change but we have no illusions
about the challenges that the town faces. We are also
aware that a few determined people can bring about big
changes.

The question is, will town officials and residents be resolute
enough to implement the vision laid out in the Plan so we
can continue protecting Fallsburg’s rural character while
promoting economic growth
that ensures a place for all
residents and newcomers? (to
see the draft Plan, go to
www.fallsburgsfuture.org and
click on “In the News” for the
link).

Fallsburg’s Future, a group of residents that’s been active
for two years, is exploring what alternatives and initiatives
we can generate to guarantee implementation of the Plan’s
vision.
What steps can we take to support initiatives required to
restore civic pride eroded over decades of economic
decline and social neglect?

The Town has authorized construction of over 3,000 homes,
increasing by 45 percent the number of existing residences.
How can we be sure that our sewer and water systems are
sustainable to avoid running out of water or polluting the
water we have? How do we protect our forests, wetlands,
wildlife and waterways?

How about monitoring the various town boards and
encouraging residents to participate in our town meetings?
By regularly reporting on town proceedings, we might raise
awareness of our many challenges and inspire people to
be more active in our communities, which include the
hamlets of Hurleyville, Loch Sheldrake, Mountaindale,
South Fallsburg, Woodbourne, and the Village of
Woodridge.

It would also be helpful to advocate for more timely,
accurate and accessible information generated by our town
officials. These are critical ingredients for sound decision-

making and should be easily accessible by all residents.
We can press for greater transparency on the issues and
decisions that our various town boards oversee.

We believe in making better use of our wonderful and
abundant natural resources by improving their accessibility
to everyone. Should we push for more parks with
recreational facilities, Rails to Trails projects and access to
the Neversink River, while protecting the natural
environment?

An obvious improvement, with unanimous agreement, is
stabilizing our business districts and enforcing codes that
make our hamlets more attractive and active throughout the
year.

Our miles and miles of country roads are still scarred by
zombie properties, derelict buildings and bungalows that
have owners unwilling to
effectuate change. How about
developing a plan to have
these buildings torn down?
Now.

It makes sense that managing
our growing traffic and
pedestrian
problems,
especially during the summer months, must address
serious safety issues and high usage levels. Simply repainting white lines on roadways to delineate vehicular
traffic from pedestrian traffic, may have enough impact to
heighten awareness of this situation.

We would like Fallsburg’s Future to build its capacity to lend
a helping hand to local organizations and their activities in
order to bring our communities together. There are several
groups, BKAA a leader among them, working hard to
improve Fallsburg, neighboring towns, and, more broadly,
all of Sullivan County. We support the alliances that unite
us and will share best practices and resources.
We believe the answers to the preceding questions is yes
- all these should be done. Clearly, this approach requires
more people, more activism, more dialogue and more study
to provoke positive results. Maybe Fallsburg’s time has
come.

If you are interested in becoming involved, please visit our
website,

www.fallsburgsfuture.org, and sign up for our email Alerts
and Updates. Also, post your suggestions, concerns,
photos, and videos on our Facebook page Fallsburg’s
Future. We look forward to hearing from you.
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Thompson Education Center (TEC) Update:

The BKAA Requests Fallsburg’s Zoning Board of Appeals (ZBA) to
Rescind the Building Permit Granted to Erect a Supposed SingleFamily Residence on TEC’s Fallsburg Parcel

While there has been no movement with TEC’s
environmental review since Thompson’s planning board
declared itself Lead Agency in September, 2017, significant
activity in Fallsburg generated BKAA intervention.

On November 28, Fallsburg’s Deputy Code Enforcement
Officer issued a building permit for erection of a supposed
“single-family residence” on TEC’s 4.93-acre Fallsburg
tract. Subsequently, the BKAA appealed to Fallsburg’s ZBA
to overturn the permit, utilizing the following two arguments.
Arguments:

1. This Permit Should Not Have Been Issued Because
the Project Does Not Meet the Definition of a Single
Family Dwelling.

In it’s Appeal, the BKAA contends that the proposed 9,328
Sq. ft., 2 story structure with 9 bedrooms, 4 bathrooms and
4 kitchens is NOT a single-family home, permitted as of
right in the Residential/Recreation (REC-1) zoning district,
but rather a commercial space, multi-family dwelling, or
dormitory, none of which are allowed in the REC-1 district.

Supporting our claim is testimony from engineer Willingham
who reviewed all 81 pages of the proposed “single-family
residence” plans. He states, “The Building Plans are nearly
identical to those of an institutional or office building.
Commercial building codes are referenced throughout (the
plans). The building style and construction materials, which
include steel superstructure, concrete floor panels, concrete
exterior panels, flat roof construction, floor to ceiling glass
panel exterior, gypsum board drop ceilings, and metal stud
partitions are commonplace for a commercial building and
extremely rare for a residence. The layout also reveals the
commercial intent for the building - a central corridor with
janitor closet, four separate habitable spaces, full handicap
accessibility, commercially code compliant stair railings and
a data center room with IT equipment. Again, highly unusual
for a residence. The intended use as a more intensive,
commercial use could not be clearer.” (See Willingham
letter on page 25 and color rendition of building exterior,
page 39).

2. If the Building Permit Remains in Force, Improper
Segmentation Will Take Place In Violation of the State
Environmental Quality Review Act (SEQRA).

Since the project’s inception in 2014, TEC has planned to
utilize its Renner Road (Fallsburg) property as part of the
larger education center to be built in Thompson. As part of
this larger plan, the Renner Road property was to perform
two functions: (1) provide vehicular access to the education

center from Renner Road; and (2) be the site of a securitycaretaker’s facility for the project. Additionally, TEC has
already used the Fallsburg parcel as access to its
Thompson acreage for drilling 3 test wells.

From the beginning, BKAA has expressed its concern that
the Fallsburg property is associated with the larger TEC
project in Thompson. Even though it has been represented
that the access road from Renner Road to the Thompson
parcel has now been eliminated from TEC’s development,
this does not alleviate concerns about illegal segmentation.
Notably, removal of the access road from the education
center plan does not provide reliable assurance that the
Renner Road acreage will be excluded from the education
center. While the road may be gone (if TEC is to be
believed), the building’s size and footprint have not
changed. This huge structure would remain on the Renner
Road tract, built to commercial codes, institutional or
commercial in scale, and ready for quick inclusion into the
education center, with the road added back onto this parcel
at a later time.

Evidence on the proposed building plans is conclusive. This
structure will not be a single-family dwelling. And, if the
building permit remains in force, the Town of Fallsburg will
be allowing TEC to sidestep Thompson planning board’s
environmental review of the project.

Thank you, thank you, thank you to the 35 BKAA defenders
who attended the February 15th hearing, especially the 14,
representing the BKAA, Fallsburg’s Future, Rock Hill
Neighborhood Coalition, Wanaksink Lake, and Yankee
Lake Preservation Association who endorsed the BKAA’s
case. Also, thanks to those who wrote (See Laura Coruzzi
YLPA correspondence, pages 27 & 34). Participants
presence, energy, and sound points certainly enhanced our
efforts. GOOD JOB!!!

Only TEC attorney John Privitera challenged BKAA
testimony. He called the proposed design “the epitome of
modern Chinese architecture,” denied it has 4 kitchens, and
said it was “ethnocentric” to claim it’s not a (one-family)
house just because it looks different. Privitera also claimed
that this is not a case of improper segmentation as “the
proposed building is the subject of a lease between TEC
and Sherry Li, TEC developer and therefore has no
connection to the larger TEC project” in Thompson.
At their March 15 meeting, Fallsburg’s ZBA closed the
public hearing, but accepted written comments until March
21. Presumably, the ZBA will decide the BKAA’s appeal on
Thursday, April 19.
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Engineer Willingham’s Support Letter in BKAA’s Appeal of Fallsburg’s
Issuance of a Building Permit to TEC for a “Single-Family” House

Grant & Lyons
John Lyons
149 Wurtemburg Road
Rhinebeck, NY 12572

Re:

December 21, 2017

A single family home with this type of layout and
construction is extremely rare and defies common logic.
Alternatively, usage of the building as an office or
institutional use would be commonplace and logical.

Thompson Education Center - Proposed Building
SBL: 65-1-11.59
Renner Road (TR-14)
Town of Fallsburg, Sullivan County, NY
Building Permit/Building Plans Review

Code Compliance & References

Dear Mr. Lyons:

As you know, our client, the Basha Kill Area Association
(“BKAA”), has significant concerns regarding the massive
alleged single family structure proposed on Renner Road in
the Town of Fallsburg. We have reviewed that structure’s
Building Permit Application, which included an 81 sheet set
of Building Plans (dated last revised September 20, 2017),
for the 9,000 square foot single family home. Per our
review of the permit and plans, the proposed structure in
no way resembles a single family home. The following
details the numerous inconsistencies and issues found
throughout the building permit application.

Building Construction

Building construction is consistent with a commercial or
institutional structure. The structure consists of a steel
superstructure supporting concrete panel flooring. Floor to
ceiling glass exterior is proposed in the southern portion of
the building with prefabricated concrete panels for the
remainder of the siding (See elevation view - Sheet A-201).
A flat roof is proposed. Metal stud partitions will form
interior walls and a drop gypsum board ceiling is proposed
throughout.
This type of building construction is
exceptionally rare for single family residential structures,
but very common in commercial construction.
Floor Plan and Site Layout

equipment. Despite the claim that this is a very large 9
bedroom house, there is no master bedroom or master
bathroom suite. All bedrooms are similar in size. The
“house” has a fully compliant handicap ramp on the north
entrance, which is not a requirement.

In keeping with the proposed building construction
discussed above, the floor plan and site layout is typical for
an office or institutional use, and very uncommon for a
single family residence. Referring to Floor Plan drawings A102 and A-103, the southern portion of the building floor
plan is very similar on the first and second floor. There is a
center corridor that is separated by “habitable space” on
either side. Each habitable space has several rooms with
a separate kitchen and bathroom. Four (4) kitchens, each
with a dedicated refrigerator, sink, and dishwasher are
proposed, one for each separate “habitable space”. A
“janitor’s closet” is located along the central corridor on the
first floor. The first floor contains a “data room” for “IT”

As an alleged “single family residence”, the building is
required to meet the International Residential Code (“IRC”).
Commercial buildings (e.g. larger residential (e.g.
multifamily), office, institutional, etc.) are mandated to meet
the International Building Code, International Plumbing
Code and International Mechanical Code. Although the
significantly less restrictive IRC was required, the Building
Plans almost exclusively comply with the commercial
building codes (IBC, IPC, IMC). The following lists many
instances where the Building Plans demonstrate a
proposed commercial building:
Title Sheet T-100

1. Building Department Notes 3 and note on the bottom
identified with two asterisks indicate required
conformance with the International Building Code, which
a single family residence is not required to meet.

2. Under Project Information, the “Proposed Building
Classification” is listed as “R-3 (Single-Family
Residence)”. This is identified as one of the superficial
references to a single family home. Per Building Code,
R-3 is not a single family residence, rather either a
Congregate Living Facility, Boarding House or an owner
occupied Lodging House.

3. Building Department Note 6 indicates the “entire building
to be fully sprinklered as per 2015 IBC 903.2.8.” Again,
a single family residence isn’t required to meet the IBC.
Section 903.2.8 refers directly to an R-3 classified
building, which is not a single family residence. Single
family residences are not required to be sprinklered
unless they are three stories or more. Despite being two
stories, the building is fully sprinklered as discussed
below.

4. Fire Resistance Ratings Note 1 indicates that the
contractor is “responsible for ensuring Table 601 of the
2015 International Building Code is enforced for
construction”. Table 601 is only used for commercial
construction and not required for a single family
residence.
WILLINGHAM continued on page 26
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WILLINGHAM continued from page 25

5. Under Energy Code Compliance, there is a rare
reference to a residential code - the residential energy
code (Table R401.1.2). However, the mechanical
drawings show that building was designed in
conformance with the commercial energy code (further
discussed below).

6. Under 2008 Smoke/Carbon Monoxide Detector Notes,
there are repeat references to the IBC instead of the
IRC, including Notes 1, 2, and 4.

Sheet A-102

7. Both exterior stairways include railings that meet ANSI
A117.1. A fully compliant handicap ramp is included at
the north entrance. Both of these are necessary for
commercial buildings, but not for single family
residences.

Sheets A-102 & A-103

8. Exhaust fans for the kitchens are identified to meet Table
403.3.1.1 of the International Mechanical Code.
Residential requirements for exhaust fans are in the
International Residential Code. Also, the legend
includes combination smoke and carbon monoxide
detectors to comply with the commercial code (IBC).

Sheet S-101

9. The Loading Schedule indicates a Live Load of 100 psf
(pounds per square foot). This would meet IBC Table
1607.1 #25, Public Rooms. Residential Live Load is 40
psf. The structure is significantly overdesigned for a
residential use, which certainly results in larger structural
components and additional construction cost.

Sheet SP-101

10. The Sprinkler Design Criteria oddly indicates that the
Building is classified as “E” occupancy group, which is
Educational. The uses listed in the table include “office
areas, toilet rooms, lobby areas” and “storage rooms,
mechanical & electrical equipment spaces”. Note that
bedrooms or other residential uses are not listed. A two
story residential house, as this is claimed, is not obliged
to be sprinklered. However, the building is fully
sprinklered in accordance with the commercial building
code.

Sheets EN-101 & EN102

11. Per the International Energy Conservation Code, a
single family residence is compelled to use the
computer software “REScheck” to verify compliance.
Instead, the commercial version of the program,
“COMcheck” was used. Sheets EN-101 and EN102
demonstrate compliance with the commercial energy
code with no reference to the residential energy code
that must be followed.

We also understand that the Applicant has conveyed to

the Town that this building is not related to the adjacent
planned Thompson Education Center. However,
Sheets EN-101 and EN102 show a file name on the
bottom of each COMcheck sheet naming the file as a
Thompson Education Center project.

Sheet E-401

12. The sheet shows electrical details used in commercial
construction, including details for an emergency light
(e.g. exit light).

Sheet P-101

13. Plumbing notes (on the right of the page - there are two
sets of Plumbing Notes) refer to the Town of Fallsburg
Plumbing Code, which doesn’t exist. Plumbing Notes 2
through 10 all refer to the International Plumbing Code,
which is required for commercial projects. Plumbing
requirements for a residential home are in the
International Residential Code.

Conclusion

These Building Plans are nearly identical to those of an
institutional or office building. Commercial building codes
are referenced throughout. The building style and
construction materials which include steel superstructure,
concrete floor panels, concrete exterior panels, flat roof
construction, floor to ceiling glass panel exterior, gypsum
board drop ceilings, and metal stud partitions are
commonplace for a commercial building and extremely rare
for a residence. The layout also reveals the commercial
intent for the building - a central corridor with janitor closet,
four separate habitable spaces, full handicap accessibility,
commercially code compliant stair railings and a data center
room with IT equipment.
Again, these plans are
exceedingly uncommon for a residence.

Unquestionably, this building is not a single family home.
The Building Plans admit as much, by repeatedly citing
commercial building codes that do not apply to single family
residential structures. Despite the sparse references to a
single family residence on the Building Plans, this
structure’s intended commercial use could not be clearer.
Sincerely,

Willingham Engineering, PLLC
Andrew Willingham, PE
NYS Professional Engineer No. 083984
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Laura Corruzi’s Yankee Lake Preservation Association’s
Letter Supporting BKAA’s Appeal to Fallsburg’s ZBA to
Rescind Improper Building Permit Issuance to TEC
February 6, 2018

Members of the Town of Fallsburg Zoning Board of Appeals
5250 Main Street
South Fallsburg, NY 12779
Attn: Mr. Steve Burke, Chairman
Re: Appeal to ZBA re Fallsburg Building Permit No. F17326, issued in error, to Thompson Education Center
(“TEC” aka China City of America) Location: Renner
Road Tax Parcel No. 65.-1-11.59

Dear Chairman Burke and Members of the Board:

The Yankee Lake Preservation Association (“YLPA”)
supports the above-captioned appeal filed by the Basha Kill
Area Association (“BKAA”) and John Foufas. We urge the
Fallsburg Zoning Board of Appeals (“ZBA”) to reverse the
decision of Deputy Code Enforcement Officer (“CEO”)
George Sarvis, and nullify/rescind building permit (F-17326)
issued, in error, to TEC (Thompson Education Center, aka
China City of America). (Fallsburg Code §310-10.5(B)).

The applicant’s latest rendition of its plan to seek a permit
for a single-family home, for Sherry Li to live in, separate
and apart from the adjoining “college” project in Thompson
is not credible, especially in view of the applicant’s course
of conduct. Here is a brief history:
• Sherry Li’s original 2013 China City of America (“CCOA”)
proposal for a 2000+ acre high density development
spanning 3 towns, including a Disney-scale amusement
park, faced significant local opposition - especially in
Mamakating - due to environmental impacts. Indeed, the
owner/seller/mortgagee, Simon Gelb, tried three times
in the past to develop high-density projects on the same
property and failed due to significant environmental
hurdles.

• By December 2013/January 2014 in response to the
opposition, CCOA purported to scale back the 2000+
acre plan presented to the local municipalities to 573
acres located in Thompson and Fallsburg, and recharacterized the project as a “college” - the “Thompson
Education Center” (“TEC”). At that same time, however,
CCOA continued to defend the grandiose 2000+ acre
plan (including the amusement park) it presented to the
Federal government where CCOA sought EB-5
approval.1 (See enclosed YLPA October 15, 2014 letter
to Thompson Supervisor Rieber with documents
retrieved from CCOA’s EB-5 files via the Freedom of
Information Act (“FOIA”); CCOA has still not successfully
addressed the Federal government’s intent to deny its
EB-5 application, nor disabused the government of the

original 2000+ acre proposal).

• Thompson Supervisor Bill Rieber shut down CCOA’s
scoping session back in January 2014 because of the
applicant’s lack of transparency. He noted that it was
“disappointing that Town of Thompson employees,
planners, engineers and attorneys have spent countless
hours preparing for the review of this project only to find
that it is not what it was represented to be.” (Times
Herald Record, Jan 22, 2014 enclosed).

• Thereafter, Sherry Li purchased the 573-acre property
located in Thompson and Fallsburg from Simon Gelb.
Without permits, and in derogation of the town’s
authority, TEC built 2/3 of a roadway/driveway on the 5acre plot in Fallsburg paving a path to the adjoining 568
acres in Thompson before the town caught on and
issued a stop work order. Signs on the 5-acre Fallsburg
lot and a billboard on Route 17 were erected promoting
Thompson Education Center. Photos taken in 2017 of
Sherry Li accompanied by an “EB-5 delegation” of
Chinese investors “to check on the construction in
progress” at the snow-covered Fallsburg site (including
photos of Sherry Li and her EB-5 delegation against the
backdrop of the nearly completed casino in nearby
Thompson) were circulated in Chinese press releases
to promote the project. (See enclosed TEC 2017
Chinese Press Release (translated) and link at:
https://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?dep
th=1&hl=en&prev=search&rurl=translate.google.com&sl
=zhCN&sp=nmt4&u=http://www.freelife.cn.com/index.ph
p%3Fm%3Dcontent%26c%3Dindex%26a%3Dshow%2
6catid%3D49%26id%3D263&usg=ALkJrhgkB9Un_Dar2
RZaKUEB9D9leuP4Jw

Now, the applicant would have the local municipalities
believe that it plans to scale back the 573-acre commercial
development plan even further to a mere 5-acre residential
unit in Fallsburg - representing that a $1,250,000 ninebedroom, multi-kitchen structure is to be built as a
single-family home for Sherry Li. But this turn of events is
peculiar: the alleged source of Sherry Li’s money and target
of her advertising campaign - the Chinese immigrant EB-5
investors - cannot sign up to buy her a private home in
Fallsburg to secure visas under the EB-5 program -that
would be an impermissible abuse of the Federal EB-5
program. And, the federal agencies have been cracking
down on such abuses of the program.2

Fallsburg should not become the 5-acre “tail wagging the
dog” and the unwitting gateway to a 573-acre high-density
development specified in the applicant’s EAF filed with the
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Thompson Planning Board (“Thompson PB”), lead agency
for state environmental quality review act (“SEQRA”) of
TEC’S plan, or to a 2000+ acre EB-5 project the applicant
represented to the Federal government. We urge the
Fallsburg and Thompson municipalities to adhere to a
coordinated review by the lead agency, and to demand
more verifiable information from this applicant, including the
plans it submitted to the federal government, before moving
ahead with or approving any portion or version of its
projects.

Had the Deputy CEO consulted with the lead agency he
would have learned that segmentation has been raised as
an issue of grave concern in the lead agency’s SEQRA
review of the TEC Project. The Fallsburg ZBA must take
this into consideration in its deliberations. According to
Fallsburg’s Code pertaining to the ZBA Powers and Duties
and Procedure (Chapter 310 Zoning, Article 10), “[a]ll State
Environmental Quality Review Act provisions . . . must be
complied with.” NYS Town Law 267-a(11) elaborates on this
provision:
Compliance with state environmental quality review act.
The board of appeals shall comply with the provisions of
the state environmental quality review act under article
eight of the environmental conservation law and its
implementing regulations as codified in title six, part six
hundred seventeen of the New York codes, rules and
regulations. (emphasis supplied)

And, Fallsburg’s code cannot be construed to “loosen” this
NYS standard (see NYS Town Law 269 re conflict of laws).

Rescission of the permit is necessary to maintain the status
quo until the applicant clarifies its true intentions for the
property. The permit was erroneously issued, apparently
without consulting the lead agency responsible for review of
TEC’s Project, and without proper scrutiny of the applicant’s
building plans. To recap, TEC has at least three conflicting
proposals pending for the Project filed with two different
municipalities and the Federal government.

The ZBA cannot accept on blind faith that the Fallsburg
parcel is now simply residential and no longer part of TEC’s
commercial “college” project under review by Thompson
PB as lead agency, where: (i) the documents TEC tiled with
the lead agency responsible for SEQRA review have not
unequivocally removed the Fallsburg parcel from the 573acre “college” site plan (and there is no other road access
to the remaining 568 acres located in Thompson); (ii) the
signage all over the Fallsburg property (only recently
removed) advertised the TEC “college” project and recently
has been used by Sherry Li to promote the commercial
project to EB-5 immigrant investors; and (iii) to this day the
applicant has not revised, rescinded or withdrawn its
original grandiose commercial plan (2000+ acres including
an amusement park in Mamakating) presented to the

Federal government to obtain EB-5 approval.

TEC’S application to Fallsburg for a building permit for the
ostensible purpose of laying a foundation for a single-family
home conflicts with its site plan for a 573-acre “college”
campus including dorms/multiple dwellings filed with the
Thompson PB, lead agency for SEQRA review of TEC’S
plan; and conflicts with the pending proposal the applicant
submitted to the Federal government for EB-5 approval of
a huge (2000+ acres including the 573-acre site) highdensity commercial development including an amusement
park.

TEC’s application for a building permit for a single-family
home is also inconsistent with its recent and ongoing
commercial activities where TEC is using the Fallsburg
property in its advertising campaign to promote the
Thompson Education Center to Chinese immigrant
investors seeking permanent residency under the EB-5
program. (See TEC 2017 Chinese press release with
photos of Sherry Li accompanied by an “EB-5 delegation”
of Chinese investors “to check on the construction
progress” at the snow-covered Fallsburg site, enclosed).
The use of such immigrant investor funds for personal gain,
such as buying a single-family house, is improper under the
EB-5 program, and the federal agencies have been
cracking down on such abuses of the program.
Fallsburg officials should defer to the lead agency
responsible for site plan review before permitting any
construction that could be a gateway to an inappropriate
high-density development project. Indeed, the applicant’s
maneuvers to evade any Planning Board authority over its
site plan review further evidences that segmentation is
occurring. Article XI Enforcement, Section 310-11.1 of
Fallsburg’s Code stipulates:
No building permit shall be issued for any building that is
subject to site plan approval by the Planning Board,
except in conformity with the requirements of the said
Board. (emphasis supplied).

In the present situation, the building permit is subject to site
plan approval, and if Fallsburg’s Planning Board were
responsible for that review, the Code Enforcement Officer
would have had to deny the building permit pursuant to
Fallsburg’s Town Code. The result should be no different
here, especially where the lead agency chosen by the
applicant (the Thompson PB) issued a positive declaration
of environmental significance for the 573-acre site that
includes the 5 acres in Fallsburg. (See, enclosed
Thompson PB’s September 13, 2017 Positive Declaration
of Environmental Significance which remains in force). The
mere fact that the applicant sought—and evaded—review
of the site plan in another jurisdiction underscores that
segmentation is occurring.
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Town Board Puts Forth A More Restrictive Local Law Governing
Large-Scale Solar Energy Systems
Sugar Gum and Dunntown Receive a Positive Declaration from
Mamakating’s Planning Board
Paula Medley

Late 2017, Mamakating’s town board (board) proposed a
more restrictive local law for large-scale solar energy
systems, like Sugar Gum and Dunntown. For instance, one
provision stating, “no more than 5 acres of forested land
may be cleared in connection with the construction of a
large-scale solar energy system, “will effectively ban Sugar
Gum and Dunntown (See included local law). The BKAA
strongly endorsed this law’s adoption at a public hearing on
12/28, where Susan Erny read President Paula Medley’s
testimony (See BKAA statement below). The public hearing

continued on 2/6, but the board has not yet rendered a
decision.

Meantime, on 1/23, the planning board issued a Positive
Declaration for Sugar Gum and Dunntown under the State
Environmental Quality Review Act, which will require these
projects’ extensive environmental scrutiny, necessitating an
Environmental Impact Statement. Though developers
threatened to withdraw if the preceding occurred, they now
appear to be waiting for town board action on the local law.
Stay tuned for details.

The following testimony on the Solar Farm Local Law is from Paula Medley,
Basha Kill Area Association President
December 28, 2017

The BKAA strongly endorses the proposed amendments to the current regulations governing solar energy systems,
especially the special use requirement that “No more than five acres of forested land may be cleared in connection
with construction of a large-scale solar energy system”. This condition, along with others in the amendment, affords
greater resource protection and supports the Town’s Vision conveyed by Mamakating’s draft Comprehensive Plan.

During the two-year draft Plan development process, residents’ mantra, communicated at myriad public venues,
remained consistent, including retaining the Town’s rural residential character by lowering residential density and
conserving Mamakating’s natural and cultural assets as foundations of future ecotourism and economic sustainability.

Tonight, you, the Town Board, can sanction your constituents’ aforementioned views by rectifying weaknesses in the
present solar law, which “fly in the face” of the draft Plan’s intent, like enabling extensive, destructive clear-cutting.
When voting on this solar amendment, recall the Town’s proposed long-range Vision, which will be strengthened or
weakened by your vote.
Thank You!

YLPA LETTER continued from page 28

In sum, the Fallsburg Deputy CEO, acting unilaterally,
erroneously issued Permit No. F-17326 for a single-family
residence designed—not as a single-family structure—but
as a commercial or multi-family facility (as per Lyons and
Willingham’s submissions) that is not permitted in REC-1,
and apparently without consulting the lead agency in what
is supposed to be a coordinated review involving two
municipalities. Given these facts and the course of conduct
demonstrated by this applicant, the Fallsburg ZBA should
reverse the Deputy CEO’s decision and rescind Building
Permit No. F-17326 issued in error to Thompson Education
Center.
Very truly yours,

The Yankee Lake Preservation Association, Inc.
Laura A. Coruzzi, Esq. on behalf of the YLPA
email: lacoruzzi@gmail.com

EB-5 is short for “Employment-Based Immigration: Fifth
Preference.” The EB-5 visa program provides lawful permanent
residence (commonly known as a “Green Card”) to a foreign
investor (and the investor’s spouse and unmarried children under
21) who invests at least $500,000 in a domestic business that
creates 10 permanent full-time jobs for qualified U.S. workers.
See https://www.uscis.gov/eb-5.

1

2
See, e.g., US Department of Justice November 27, 2017 press
release at https://www.justice.gov/usao-cdca/pr/attorney-pleadsguilty-federal-charges-stemming-50-million-scheme-defrauded-e
b-5-visa (Attorney Victoria Chan pleads guilty to federal fraud and
money laundering charges admitting that she wrongfully used
hundreds of thousands of dollars of EB-5 investor money
intended to fund construction projects that create new jobs to
instead purchase homes in her name, including residential
properties each worth nearly $1 million. As a result of her guilty
plea Chan faces a statutory maximum of 45 years in federal
prison).
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Town of Mamakating Introductory Local Law
Amendment of Regulation of Solar Energy Systems

BE IT ENACTED by the Town of Mamakating, County of
Sullivan, State of New York, as follows:

Section 1. Section 199-21, titled “Solar energy systems,” of
Chapter 199, titled “Zoning,” of the Code of the Town of
Mamakating is amended as follows:

I. Subsection C, titled “Definitions,” is amended by amending
the definition “Solar Energy System” to read as follows:

Solar Energy System - Solar collectors, modules controls,
energy storage devices, heat pumps, heat exchangers and
other materials, hardware and equipment necessary to the
process by which solar radiation is collected, converted into
another form of energy, stored, protected from unnecessary
dissipation, and distributed, including the solar access
necessary for the system to operate as designed and any
areas of land that are disturbed or cleared to provide or
maintain that solar access, and any accessory or appurtenant
structures. For the purpose of this law, a solar energy system
does not include a solar energy system of four square feet or
less in size.

11. Subsection H, titled “Large-scale solar energy systems,”
is amended by adding new subsections (2), (3) and (4) to
read as follows: .

(2) The total number of large-scale solar energy systems in
the Town shall be limited to four (4) such systems.

(3) A large-scale solar energy system shall not be permitted
on a site unless at least fifty (50%) percent of the site has
existing solar access for the proposed solar energy system
prior to any land disturbance or tree clearing.

(4) A large-scale solar energy system shall not be permitted
on a site where fifty (50%) percent or more of the area of the
solar energy system contains any of the following sensitive
areas, determined on a cumulative basis:

(a) 100-year flood hazard zones;

(b) Land within a federal or State regulated wetland or
wetland adjacent buffer area;
(c) Land containing slopes over 15% grade;

(d) Land in a historic district or containing historic or culturally
significant resources;

(e) Land containing significant or rare natural ecological
communities as designated by the State Department of
Environmental Conservation;

(f) Mature forested land, which is defined as forested areas
where the canopy layer is dominated by trees having an
average diameter at breast height of 15 inch or greater.

111. Subsection H(2), titled “Special use permit requirements
and conditions,” is amended by re-numbering as subsection

H(5) and is further amended to read as follows:

(5) Special use permit requirements and conditions. In
addition to all other site plan and special use permit
requirements, the following requirements and conditions shall
apply:

(a) The applicant shall submit a site map depicting any
sensitive area listed in subsection H(4) above, depicting
ecological communities based on Edinger’s second Edition
Ecological Communities of New York State, and showing and
identifying all trees of 8-inch diameter at breast height or
greater.

(b) Large-scale solar energy systems shall not be constructed
on any portion of a lot containing a sensitive area listed in
subsection H(4) above, except that where no practical
alternative exists, the Planning Board may allow limited
disturbance of such areas to provide vehicular or utility
access or the installation of security fencing.

(c) Large-scale solar energy systems shall be sited to
minimize disturbance of higher value ecological communities.
For the purposes of defining ecological value, the Planning
Board shall consider the quality of the community based on
biodiversity and the absence or presence of invasive and
non-native species. Established natural communities shall be
given preference for preservation over areas of human
disturbance or successional communities.

(d) No more than five acres of forested land may be cleared
in connection with the construction of a large-scale solar
energy system. For the sole purpose of this provision, the
removal of shrubs, underbrush and isolated stands of trees
under eight inches in diameter at breast height shall not be
deemed clearing. Whether or not a stand of trees qualifies
for this clearing exemption shall be determined by the
Planning Board at its discretion.

(e) Ground cover under and between the rows of solar panels
shall be low-maintenance, drought resistant, native,
nonfertilizer dependent flora.

(f) Roadways within the site shall be constructed of pervious
materials and the site shall be designed to minimize the
extent of the roadways construction and soil compaction.
Roadways shall not exceed 20 feet in width.

(g) Stormwater improvements shall be designed, constructed
and maintained such that there is no net increase in the
stormwater runoff from the site.

IV. Subsection H(2), titled “Special use permit requirements
and conditions,” to be renumbered as subsection H(5), is
amended by deleting paragraphs (j) and (s) and by relettering the following paragraphs of said subsection as
follows:
SOLAR ENERGY continued on page 31
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(h) If the property of the proposed project is to be leased,
legal consent between all parties, specifying the use(s) of the
land for the duration of the project, including easements and
other agreements, shall be submitted.

(i) The equipment specification sheets shall be documented
and submitted for all photovoltaic panels, significant
components, mounting systems, and inverters that are to be
installed.

(j) Property operation and maintenance plan. Such plan shall
describe continuing solar energy system repair and
maintenance and property upkeep, such as mowing and
trimming. The use of herbicides is prohibited.

(k) The following dimensional requirements shall apply to
large scale solar energy systems:

Lot width:
Front yard setback:
Side yard setback (each):
Rear yard setback:

Building height:
Maximum height of solar collectors:
Maximun height of fencing:

250 feet
100 feet
75 feet
75 feet
35 feet
12 feet
7 feet

(l) The total area to be occupied by the solar energy system
shall not exceed twenty (20) acres.

(m) All on-site power lines shall be installed underground
unless the applicant demonstrates to the satisfaction of the
Planning Board that such underground installation is not
practicable given the particular characteristics of the site.

(n) All large-scale solar energy systems shall be enclosed by
seven (7)-foot high perimeter fencing to prevent unauthorized
access. There shall be a six inch gap at the bottom of the
fencing to allow small wildlife access to and from the site.
Warning signs with the owner’s contact information shall be
placed on the entrance and perimeter of the fencing.

(o) Appropriate screening shall be provided, as determined by
the Planning Board in its sole direction, to screen the solar
energy system and fencing from residential properties, public
roads, private roads and private rights-of-way to the
maximum extent practicable. The applicant shall provide a
visual analysis to the Planning Board using line-of-sight
profiles from public viewing locations determined by the
Planning Board.

(p) Buildings and structures associated with the solar energy
system shall, to the maximum extent practicable, use
materials, colors and textures that will blend the facility into
the existing environment.

(q) Solar panels and equipment shall be designed and sited
so as to not reflect glare onto other properties, public roads
or private roads or right-of-ways, and shall not interfere with
traffic or create a safety hazard.

(r) Driveways servicing the site shall have safe sight distance
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and lawful and appropriate access for emergency vehicles
and equipment. Access to the site shall be reviewed by the
relevant emergency service provider(s).

(s) The identification of the manufacturer and installer, and
appropriate warning signs, shall be posted at the site, be
clearly visible and weather resistant.

(t) The solar energy system and equipment shall be marked
in order to provide emergency responders with appropriate
warning and guidance with respect to isolating the solar
electric system. Materials used for marking shall be weatherresistant. The markings shall be placed adjacent to the main
service disconnect in a location clearly visible from where the
power lever is located. If any of the standards in this
subsection are more stringent than applicable provisions of
the New York State Uniform Fire Prevention and Building
Code (the State code), these standards shall be deemed to
be guidelines only, and the standards of the State Code shall
apply.
(u) The Planning Board may impose conditions on its
approval of any special use permit under this section in order
to enforce the standards referred to in this Section or in order
to discharge its obligations under the State Environmental
Quality Review Act (SEQRA).

V. Subsection H(2), titled “Special use permit requirements
and conditions,” to be renumbered as subsection H(5), is
further amended by re-designating paragraphs (d) and (e),
which relate to decommissioning, removal and security, as
new subsection H(6) and amended to read as follows:
(6) Decommissioning, removal and security.

(a) Decommissioning and removal plan. To ensure the proper
removal of the solar energy system, a decommissioning plan
shall be submitted as part of the application. Compliance with
the approved decommissioning plan shall be a condition of a
special permit authorized by the Planning Board. The
decommissioning plan shall specify that after the solar energy
system ceases operation for its intended purpose, the system
shall be removed by the applicant, owner/operator of the
system or property owner, and by any subsequent
owner/operator of the system or property owner. The plan
shall demonstrate how the removal of the solar energy
system and all related equipment and structures shall be
conducted and how the remediation and restoration of soil
and vegetation shall be conducted to return the property to
substantially its condition prior to construction. The plan shall
include a time line for execution. A cost estimate detailing the
projected cost of executing the decommissioning plan shall
be prepared by a professional engineer or contractor. Cost
estimates shall take inflation into account. The
decommissioning plan shall state the time period within which
the solar energy system shall be removed and the property
restored. Such time period shall be no greater than ninety
(90) days after the solar energy system has ceased to be
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Hopper Hill Sand and Gravel Mine, LLC: DEC Issues Positive Declaration
Mamakating Proposes Local Law Prohibiting New Extractive Industries,
Like Mines, in the Light Industry /Office Zoning District
Paula Medley

While Hopper Hill (HH) has never submitted applications to
Mamakating’s planning board, developers have
endeavored since 2013 to obtain a mining permit from
DEC. This has proven unsuccessful, however, since DEC
released its Third Notice of Incomplete Application on
December 28 (See accompanying Notice). Also DEC, Lead
Agency for HH’s environmental review, recently issued a
Positive Declaration for this venture, determining that it will
generate significant environmental effects and therefore
necessitates the most thorough examination, entailing a full
Environmental Impact Statement.

Town actions have likewise weakened HH’s efforts to move
forward with plans for their tract (formerly part of Wurtsboro
Airport). Mamakating’s draft Comprehensive Plan (Plan)
prohibits new extractive industries (mines, quarries, et. al.)
throughout the town. However, as the Plan has not been
adopted by the Town Board, the latter proposed a local law
banning extractive operations in the Light Industry/Office

SOLAR ENERGY continued from page 31

used for its intended purpose for twelve (12) consecutive
months.

(b) Decommissioning and removal security; removal by Town.

[1] The applicant shall execute and file with the Town Clerk
security in a form acceptable to the Town and in an amount
sufficient to pay for the costs and expenses of removal and
lawful disposal of the solar energy system and related
equipment and structures and of remediation and restoration
of the site. The amount is subject to approval by the Planning
Board’s professional engineer and the Planning Board. The
security may be in the form of cash, letter of credit, another
instrument acceptable to the Town’s attorney and the Town
Board, or a combination thereof. The security shall remain in
full force and effect until all solar energy system equipment,
structures and materials have been properly removed and
lawfully disposed and site remediation and restoration is
complete.

[2] The amount of the security shall be sufficient, during the
first five (5) years of operation, to cover: the costs to remove
and lawfully dispose of all equipment, structures and
materials related to the solar energy system; costs to
remediate and restore the site; and all fees, costs and
expenses incurred by the Town to administer and enforce the
decommissioning process. Such amount shall be reevaluated
every five (5) years thereafter and, if necessary, adjusted to
reflect prevailing costs and expenses.

[3] If a solar energy system is not removed from the property
as required and within the 90-day time frame set forth in
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(LIO) zoning district, where HH is slated.

Two public hearings were conducted on this local law, 1/2
and 2/6. On behalf of the BKAA, President Paula Medley
favorably testified on 2/6. Seemingly, the Town Board will
adopt this local law soon. If so, HH is stymied unless
subsequent litigation upholds their case.

Remember, HH, aka the Tetz concrete family, purchased
the 109 acre parcel, subdivided from the original Wurtsboro
Airport plat, to manage a 68 acre sand and gravel mine,
removing 8 million cubic yards of material during 25 years,
and prompting 100 daily truck trips onto Route 209.
Notably, Tetz already operates 2 mines in Mamakating,
joining several others, so the Town maintains its fair share
of extractive uses.

As always, the BKAA will closely monitor this scenario and
apprise members of necessary intervention.

paragraph (a) above, then the Town, its employees,
contractors and agents shall have the right, and shall be
permitted by the property owner and the owner of the solar
energy system, to enter upon the property and remove and
dispose the solar energy system and related equipment and
structures and remediate and restore the site, all to the extent
deemed necessary or desirable by the Town Board. The
Town may utilize the proceeds of the security filed with the
Town to pay for all such costs and related fees and expenses.

[4] If the amount of the security does not fully cover such
costs, fees and expenses (“costs”) or if the Town cannot
recover adequate proceeds of the security without resorting
to litigation, then the owner and operator of the solar energy
system and the property owner shall be jointly and severally,
and corporately and personally, liable for the costs not
recovered.

[5] In addition to and not in lieu of any other remedies, all
unpaid costs shall be assessed and levied against and
constitute a lien on the real property until paid or otherwise
satisfied and discharged, and shall be collected in the same
manner and at the same time as other Town real property
taxes.

[6] Equipment and parts maintenance. Any damaged or
unused equipment and parts shall be removed from the
premises within 30 calendar days or kept in a secured,
designated storage area. Maintenance equipment, spare
parts and petroleum products shall be kept in a secured,
designated storage area.
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DEC’s Notice of Incomplete Application to Hopper
Hill LLC for a Mined Land Reclamation Permit
December 28,2017

Paul Griggs, Principal Geologist
Griggs-Lang Consulting Geologists, Inc.
8 Brunswick Road
Troy, New York 12180

drawing, and other supporting materials as appropriate, be
revised so that pond fines are deleted from the proposal as
backfill of the beach.

2. Mined Land use Plan (MLuP) — We noted certain
inconsistencies in the MLUP regarding proposed hours of
operation, especially with regard to proposed stripping of
materials and construction of earthen berms. Revise the
MLUP so that proposed hours of operation in these two
sections are consistent and which respond to our concerns
as discussed via telephone December 28, 2017:

RE: DEC Application No. 3-4840-00307/00001;
MLR#30681
Hopper Hill, LLC - Proposed Wurtsboro Airport Sand &
Gravel Mine
Town of Mamakating, Sullivan County
NOTICE OF INCOMPLETE APPLICATION

Dear Mr. Griggs:

We received your resubmission December 13, 2017 in
support of the above application for a Mined Land
Reclamation (MLR) permit on behalf of Hopper Hill, LLC,
for a proposed 68-acre sand and gravel mine adjacent to
the Wurtsboro Airport. Your December 13th resubmission
responds to written guidance which the Department
provided to you most recently on October 26, 201 7 with a
Request for Additional Information, and on November 15,
2017, with a Notice of Incomplete Application. We have
reviewed your December 13th resubmission for the project,
and we determined the application to be incomplete.

Please provide the following information at your earliest
opportunity so that application processing may proceed:

1. Plan Requirements - Section 2.7.8 Settling Ponds,
indicates that “pond fines will be directed to the deep water
portions of the pond, beyond the proposed beach area
shown on the Reclamation Plan...” However, submitted
plans (Reclamation Plan and Typical Sections drawing)
show the proposed beach area at the southern end of the
proposed 41-acre pond now proposed to be backfilled with
pond fines, which represents a new change in the proposal
in the December 13, 2017 submission. In addition, Section
3.2.1 Final Grading and Reclamation indicates that “The
southern below water slope of the planned pond will be no
steeper than one vertical on 10 horizontal (1:10) to a depth
of 10 feet in order to serve the beach area.” Plans currently
show up to 12 feet of pond fines at a much steeper slope
(1:2). The proposed beach area as currently designed does
not conform with the above narrative portions, or with our
prior discussions regarding the proposed slope of the area.
As discussed in the MLUP, proposed final reclamation of
the site includes “a flat lying grassy field, beach and pond
suitable for recreational uses”. However, “pond fines” do
not appear to be an appropriate material for use to
construct such a “recreational beach”. We therefore request
that the Reclamation Plan and the Typical Sections

A. Section 2.7.11 Hours Operations: This section states
“The operator will limit hours of the perimeter berm
construction from 10AM-3PM [emphasis added] when
constructing the berm in the vicinity of residences along the
western and northern property boundaries”; whereas

B. Section 2.8.2 Noise (page 21, 4th bullet), states
“Stripping being done adjacent to nearby receptors will be
limited to the hours of 9AM to 5PM ...”[emphasis added].
Revise these sections so as to be internally consistent.

No further action can be taken on the application until all
information requested is received. Please provide four
copies of all information requested above.
Please contact me at (845) 256-2250 to discuss any other
questions you may have regarding the above. If you have
questions regarding the Mined Land Reclamation program,
you may contact Halina Duda directly at (845) 256-3128.
Thank you.
Very truly yours,

Scott Ballard
Deputy Regional Permit Administrator
Region 3
Cc:

Ecc:
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Dragon Springs (DS) Continues Defying
DEC Water Quality Regulations
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Paula Medley

The BKAA intervenes in DS matters that impact the Basha Kill Watershed, like what occurred early this year. On 1/12,
23, and 2/12, a Deerpark Rural Alliance member noted discolored water flowing from DS property into the Basher Kill
and Neversink River (See photos on page 39 ). Subsequently, DEC conducted three inspections, determining these
problems to stem from DS lack of erosion controls, resulting in a water quality violation. Environmental Conservation Law
and State Pollutant Discharge Elimination Systems permits necessitate sediment trapping devices for stormwater
discharges from construction activity. No such device was in place and DS’s “self-inspection reports excluded
discharges.” According to the accompanying Notice of Violation (Notice), “DS could be liable for a civil penalty not to
exceed $37,000 per day per violation,” DEC mandated DS violation remediation by February 28, 2018.

Meanwhile, BKAA consulting engineer Andy Willingham apprised DEC of BKAA dissatisfaction with DS ongoing contempt
for water quality statutes and subsequently received DEC’s Notice (See Willingham February 8 email and Notice).
We will continue monitoring DS water issues, particularly questioning whether DS met their February 28 deadline.

Another Laura Coruzzi YLPA Letter on the
Fallsburg Zoning Board of Appeals Matter

March 14, 2018
Members of the Town of Fallsburg Zoning Board of Appeals
5250 Main Street, South Fallsburg, NY 12779
Attn: Mr. Steve Burke, Chairman
Re:

Appeal to ZBA re Building Permit No. F-17326
issued in error to Thompson Education Center
(“TEC” aka China City of America)
Location: Renner Road TR14,
Tax Parcel No. 65.-1-11.59

Dear Chairman Burke and Members of the Board:

The Yankee Lake Preservation Association (“YLPA”) offers this
letter as amicus to the ZBA in support of the above-captioned
Appeal by the Basha Kill Area Association (“BKAA”) and John
Foufas seeking reversal of the decision of Deputy Code
Enforcement Officer (“CEO”) George Sarvis and nullification of
building permit (F-17326) issued, in error, to TEC (Thompson
Education Center, aka China City of America).
Relief Requested

The YLPA believes that the ZBA should revoke TEC’s permit in its
entirety (for the reasons set out in our February 6, 2018 letter to
the ZBA, which will not be repeated here). However, should the
ZBA decide to affirm issuance of the permit, at the very least it
should modify it to include a negative easement on the Fallsburg
lot to restrict it to residential use only and to preclude Renner
Road from inclusion in any site plan for any project in the adjacent
Town of Thompson. Such modification is necessary to minimize
any adverse impact the structure may have on the neighborhood
or community and be consistent with the spirit and intent of
Fallsburg’s REC-1 zoning ordinance. Our reasons follow.

Privitera’s Memorandum of Law February 15, 2018 (“Privitera
Memo”) and hope that the Board will find our submission useful
in making its determination of the Appeal.

Mr. Privitera’s admission that the proposed two-story, ninebedroom, 9,328 square foot structure which includes “open
comers with a sink and a refrigerator, like a hotel room” is telling.
(Privitera Memo, p. 2, emphasis supplied). Given the twists and
turns in this developer’s proposals over the last five years to three
local municipalities, the conflicting stories it told the federal
government where it is seeking EB-5 approval for a commercial
development, and its recent use of the Fallsburg lot to promote
the commercial project to its EB-5 investors, there is no reason
to believe that this developer intends to build a single family
residence. (See YLPA February 6, 2018 letter to Fallsburg ZBA
for the history on page 27).
Mr. Privitera’s parting shot at the end of his memo speaks
volumes about his client’s intent, “[i]f Sherry Li takes action
commercializing her home or to make [sic] into a multi-family
dwelling, the Building Department may bring enforcement powers
to bear.” (Privitera Memo, p. 5). In other words, Sherry Li makes
no commitment that this commercial scale structure will be her
private home and remain so, and the Fallsburg neighbors are on
their own - no great comfort to Mr. Foufas who is located in close
proximity to the TEC property. When Sherry Li, the alter-ego of
TEC, makes her move, Mr. Foufas will suffer the adverse impact
of commercial development different in degree and kind from
others who reside in this REC-1 zone.

TEC’s attacks on standing are without merit. Unlike the Oates
case relied on in the Privitera Memo, where the appellant’s
property was separated from the project site by at least 7
The Privitera Memo
residential lots and a set of railroad tracks, Mr. Foufas’ property
We take this opportunity to address certain issues raised in Mr. shares the centerline of Renner Road with the TEC lot. Thus, Mr.
CORuZZI continued on page 38
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Willingham E-mail Regarding Dragon Springs Water
Quality Violations and DEC Notice of Violation
Hello All,

February 8, 2018

I spoke with Natalie Brown at the NYSDEC, who is one of
the people who handle stormwater. She didn’t say much
other than a Notice of Violation was issued (attached). They
were at the site on 3 separate occasions. A lack of erosion
controls was cited and a resulting water quality violation.
Remedies are required by 2/28/18 as listed in the Notice. It
says it will be referred to the Office of General Counsel for
enforcement but I believe all violation letters say that. Looks
like another slap on the wrist.

Andrew Willingham

Mr. Kaijin Liang
Dragon Springs Buddhist, Inc.
140 Galley Hill Road
Cuddebackville, NY 12729
Re:

Conservation Officer visited the site on January 12, 2018
and January 23, 2018. The Officer observed turbid
discharges from the disturbed areas of the construction site
noted above. These turbid discharges caused a substantial
visible contrast to natural conditions in the Basher Kill (or
Bashas Kill). The Officer also observed disturbed areas that
had not been stabilized for the winter.
PLEASE TAKE FURTHER NOTICE that this is a violation
of New York State water quality standards and also liable
for a civil penalty not to exceed $37,500 per day for each
violation.

As a result of these violations, the facility must immediately
beain all necessary work for the installation and repair of
E&SC measures to conform to the New York State
Standards and Specifications for Erosion and Sediment
Control (Blue Book), November, 2016 version. The facility
must also update its self-inspection reports to include
descriptions of the condition of the runoff at all points of
discharge from the construction site. The Owner/Operator
must submit the following information by February 28, 2018.

January 30, 2018

NOTICE OF VIOLATION

SPDES Stormwater Permit for Construction
Activity (GP-0-15-002)
Notice of Intent # NYRlOF576
Facility Name: Dragon Springs Temple
Facility Location: 140 Galley Hill Road,
Deerpark (T), Orange (Co.)

1. A letter describing corrections made

2. Photos of reinstalled and repaired E&SC measures

Dear Mr. Liang,

An inspection at the above referenced construction site was
conducted by NYSDEC staff on January 19, 2018. The
purpose of the inspection was to evaluate compliance with
the State Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (SPDES)
General Permit for Stormwater Discharges from
Construction Activity (GP-0-15-002) and the Environmental
Conservation Law (ECL). Copies of the Construction
Stormwater Inspection Report are attached for your use.

During this inspection, it was noted that the perimeter swale
was installed without a sediment trapping device for
disturbed areas, the swale and dike were not stabilized,
self-inspection reports did not include discharges from the
swale and points of entrance of surface runoff into
Sedimentation Ponds B1 and B2 were not protected to
prevent erosion. Lack of erosion and sediment controls is a
violation of the SPDES General Permit for Stormwater
Discharges from Construction Activity (GP-0-15-002). This
constitutes a violation of the ECL.

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that ECL 71-1929 provides that
any person who violates any section of titles 1 - 11 and title
19 of Article 17 of the ECL, or any permit issued thereunder,
shall be liable for a civil penalty not to exceed $37,500 per
day for each violation.

In addition to this inspection, a NYSDEC Environmental

3. An updated self-inspection form that includes all points of
discharge from the construction site

4. A Certification of Compliance signed by a responsible
corporate officer

Any inquiries, submissions, and requests relating to this
NOTICE should be directed to:
Eric Kim, New York State Department of
Environmental Conservation
100 Hillside Ave, Suite 1W
White Plains, New York 10603-2860

These violations will be referred to our Office of General
Counsel for the appropriate enforcement.

The Department anticipates your compliance with the
requirements of the SPDES program. If you have any
questions, please call me at (914) 428-2505 x 356.
Sincerely,

Eric Kim, E.I.T.
Assistant Engineer

Enclosure: 2018-01-19 NYSDEC DOW Inspection Report
Certification of Compliance Form
Ecc: Natalie Browne NYSDEC Environmental Program
Specialist 2
Shohreh Karimipour, NYSDEC Regional Water
Engineer
John Urda, NYSDEC Regional Attorney
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CORuZZI continued from page 34

Foufas’ close proximity to TEC’s property gives rise to an
inference of damage and injury sufficient to confer standing. See,
e.g., Town of North Elba et al. v. Grimditch & McMllan, 13
N.Y.S.3d 601 (App. Div. 3d Dept. 2015) (neighbors had standing
based on their close proximity and interest within the “zone of
interest” protected by the local ordinance); In re Cade v Stapf,
937 N.Y.S.2d 673 (App. Div., 3d Dept. 2012); and In re Wittenberg
Sportsmen’s Club, Inc. v. Town of Woodstock Planning Board et
al., 792 N.Y.S.2d 661 (App. Div., 3d Dept 2005).1
TEC’s Application for a Permit Should be Treated as an
Application for a use Variance

Had the Deputy CEO properly considered the facts, he would
have appreciated that the TEC structure, like a hotel as admitted
by Mr. Privitera,2 fits the definition of a multiple dwelling which is
not permitted in a REC-1 zone. Therefore, the developer’s
application should have been considered as a use variance that
is subject to an entirely different inquiry which was not undertaken
in connection with granting the permit. This error requires
reversal.

As the ZBA is undoubtedly aware, no such use variance can be
granted without a showing by TEC that applicable zoning
regulations and restrictions have caused it unnecessary financial
hardship (Fallsburg Code, §310-10.4.B(1)) - a finding which was
not explored or made here. Nor could TEC, or its alter-ego,
Sherry Li, muster such proof because any such alleged hardship
was self-created when TEC purchased a residentially zoned
property for inclusion in a commercial site plan - this fact alone
precludes a finding of unnecessary hardship. See the Fallsburg
Code which requires, in addition to proof of financial hardship,
that the applicant must also prove that the alleged hardship has
not been self-created, specifying, “[f]or example, if an owner
purchases a residentially zoned property for the purpose of
opening a commercial business, the hardship is self-created.”
(Fallsburg Code, §310-10.4B(1)(d)).3

permit, it must at least modify it to make TEC’s and Sherry Li’s
representations stick. At a minimum, to preserve the rural
residential neighborhood character of the REC-1 zone and
ensure that decisions made by a neighboring town do not control
the fate of Fallsburg’s neighborhood or community, the ZBA
should require as a condition to TEC’s permit that a negative
easement be placed on the Fallsburg lot restricting it to residential
use only and to preclude Renner Road from inclusion in any site
plan for any project in the adjacent town of Thompson. Such
modification is necessary to minimize any adverse impact the
structure may have on the neighborhood or community and be
consistent with the spirit and intent of Fallsburg’s REC-1 zoning
ordinance.
In closing, we find it curious that Mr. Privitera attacked only
YLPA’s standing which is a non-issue and failed to address any
of the issues related to SEQRA review and segmentation raised
in our previous letter of February 6, 2018. The fact that TEC is the
owner of the parcel “leasing” it to its alter-ego, Sherry Li,
underscores that the Fallsburg property is still very much a
financial part of the TEC project. And, the latest moves made by
this applicant - “privatizing” and “removing” the Fallsburg lot from
the TEC “college” site plan, coupled with the veiled threat that
Sherry Li, the alter-ego of TEC, will not adhere to that
commitment - epitomizes segmentation. Perhaps, as a member
of the bar in good standing, Mr. Privitera is unwilling to go on the
record to deny segmentation by his client - his closing salvo
suggesting future enforcement action by the Building Department
as a remedy should give the ZBA real cause for concern
regarding the true intent of this applicant.

We sincerely hope that you find this information useful to your
deliberations and thank you for your attention to this important
matter.
Very truly yours,
The Yankee Lake Preservation Association
By, Laura A Corruzzi, Esq. on behalf of the YLPA

At a Minimum the Permit Should be Modified to Include a
Negative Easement and TEC should be Required to Post a
Surety Bond Sufficient to Cover the Town’s Enforcement
Costs

1
Mr. Privitera’s challenge to the YLPA’s standing is also baseless. The YLPA
never alleged standing. During the public commentary period, the YLPA as
amicus advised the ZBA of relevant, additional information the ZBA might wish
to consider in deciding the Appeal. In this regard, the YLPA has been recognized
as an “interested person” in connection with the SEQRA review of TEC’s site
plan.

After such deliberation, should the ZBA decide to uphold the

3
Under the Fallsburg Code an applicant seeking to establish unnecessary
hardship must prove all of the following four factors: (a) The applicant cannot
realize a reasonable return, provided that lack of return is substantial as
demonstrated by competent financial evidence; (b) That the alleged hardship
relating to the property in question is unique, and does not apply to a substantial
portion of the district or neighborhood, (c) That the requested use variance, if
granted, will not alter the essential character of the neighborhood; and (d) That
the alleged hardship has not been self-created. For example, if an owner
purchases a residentially zoned property for the purpose of opening a
commercial business, the hardship is self-created. (Fallsburg Code, §31010.4B(1)(d), emphasis supplied).

In the exercise of its appellate power, it is not the ZBA’s function
merely to decide whether the Deputy CEO’s action was “arbitrary
and capricious.” Rather the ZBA must conduct a de novo review
of all the facts which formed the basis for the Deputy CEO’s
decision. And, the ZBA may reverse or affirm, wholly or partly, or
may modify the decision, interpretation or determination appealed
from. (NYS Town Law §267-b(1); Fallsburg Code, Article X, §31010.5B). Indeed, under the Fallsburg Code, the ZBA has the
authority to impose conditions and restrictions consistent with the
spirit and intent of the zoning ordinance for the purpose of
minimizing any adverse impact the permit may have on the
neighborhood or community. (Fallsburg Code, Article X, §31010.4C).

2
According to the NYS Multiple Residence Law (“NYMRL”) which applies to all
towns and villages in New York State, a hotel, an apartment hotel, a lodging
house or a boarding house are each classified as a Multiple Dwelling (NYSMRL,
Article 1, § 4 Definitions at ¶¶ 33, 4 and 26). The NYMRL supersedes all other
state and local laws that are inconsistent, unless the provisions of the other
state law, or local law, ordinance or regulation of a municipality are more
restrictive. (NYMRL, Article 9, §329, ¶1).
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Cornell Cooperative Extension staff meeting at Mamakating’s Environmental Center.

Elevation drawing of TEC’s “Single-Family” house proposed for Fallsburg.

Effluent flowing into the Basher Kill from improper construction activity on Dragon Springs property.
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37th Annual BKAA Basha Kill Clean-up

9:30 - 10am (Registration and site assignments)

Special Offering - Limited Edition of Long ($25) and
Short ($20) Sleeve Tees with Great Blue Heron image
from BKAA Field Guide as well as note cards with
multiple Field Guide designs, all by artist Lilith Jones,
will be on sale (See page 9).

Celebrate Earth Day! Enjoy a walk and fresh spring
air while ridding the wetlands of debris. Garbage bags
are provided. Wear boots, work gloves, and insect
repellent. Bring chairs as lunch, supplied by The
BKAA, will be eaten al fresco in The Haven Road DEC
parking lot (on left coming from Route 209), also
event’s registration site. Door prizes will be awarded.
Call Paula Medley at (845)754-0743 for further
information.
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